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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newsman

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

eise•
In Our 42nd Year

Murray, Ky., Satiudat Afternoon, July 3, 1971

10* Per Copy

Seen&Heard James Castle McDougal, Injured
In Accident, Dies At Hospital
Around
Two Injured
Murray
In Accidents
In City, County

Vol. LXXXXII No. 156

Hijacked Jetliner
Reportedly Headed
For North Africa

James Castle McDougal of
Murray Route Four died Friday
at 4:15 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 64 years of age.
Jack Benny tells of the time he The deceased had been injured
By GUILERMO MARTINEZ man after the ransom was met.
:arried his violin case to the in a two car accident on Thursday
LIMA, Peru (UPI)—A hi- "One of the hostesses who
White House to play for the about four p.m. on Highway 121
Braniff International remained on the plane picked
jacked
President. A guard stopped him South, New Concord Road, at the
Two persons have been
landed
at Jorge Chavez up the bag of money and took it
jetliner
and asked, "What's in that railroad crossing by the Clarks
reported injured in traffic acAirport today for refueling and aboard."
case?" To be funny, Benny River Bridge.
Antonio Arguelles, a passencidents in Murray and Calloway
a change of flight crews, then
replied, "A machine gun."
Friday afternoon,
ger aboard Flight 14, said the
since
Janeiro.
Rio
De
off
for
County
took
Kentucky
Trooper
State
"Thank goodness," dead-panned
the Murray Police
The American gunman and his male hijacker pulled a pistol on
the guard, "I was afraid it was Charles Stephenson said the according to
woman companion who seized it a stewardess while sitting at
McDougal car hit the rear of a Department and the Kentucky
your violin!"
over Texas Friday said, "we the rear of the plane. His
car driven by Mrs. Jerelyne Dick State Police.
Kentucky State Trooper
are ready to - go anywhere woman companion was seated
Hair has been in the news for of Benton Route One who had
Charles Stephenson investigated
near the front.
offering asylum."
many months now and it stopped at the crossing as the
Asked To Fly South
a traffic accident on Friday at
circulated
the
Reports
at
the
bells
was
were
on
and
flasher
generally is associated with
4:30 p.m. The collision occurred
refueling
the
during
airport
were
if
apa
ringing
train
as
hippie type people, although not
"The aircraft was held in a
that the hijackers, identified as
proaching. Mrs. Dick and two of two miles west of Murray on
always.
near Sap
pattern
Robert Lee Jackson, 36, and holding
the three children in the car with Highway 94.
Antonio (Tex.) for about 20
ROTARY INSTALLS OFFICERS: R.E. (Bob) Moyer, second from right, receives the Murray
Details of the accident were
were
Archtla,
Sanchez
Ligia
her
were
also
injured.
There is nothing intrinsically
Federal
unavailable from Trooper Rotary Club president's gavel from the retiring president, Max B. Hurt, as the organization started a
headed for Algiers in North minutes," said a
wront with hair, or even the
McDougal was a retired em- Stephenson this morning, but new club year this past Thursday. Also installed were, left to right: Carnie Hendon, the incoming
Africa, with stops in Rio and Aviation Administration (FAA)
amount of hair one might have.
ployee of the Murray Division of Dispatcher Farmer at the treasurer; Ted Billington, re-elected secretary, and Harold Hurt, the new vice president. Founded
Dakar, Senegal. Rio is four official. "Then, the hijackers
There is nothing wrong with
informed the pilot they wanted
In 1924, the Murray club has 89 active members. Moyer, retired general manager and vice president
State
Kentucky
Police
Company
the
hours
Tappan
and
away by air.
was
a
beards, sideburns or hair on the
member of the Locust Grove Headquarters, Viola, told the of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, becomes its 47th president.
The hijackers freed the two to be taken south somewhere.
head.
"The pilot informed them
Baptist Church. He was born Ledger & Times that Faye
stewardesses and three flight
there was only enough fuel to
Manning of Murray Route Seven
1907,
March
in
Stewart
30,
with
crewmen
had
been
who
At various periods of history,
County, Tenn., and his parents was treated for injuries.
the plane since it was hijacked get to Monterry, and the plane
people have worn varying
were the late William Eddie Linda G. Roach suffered a cut
14 hours earlier after they was diverted there."
amounts of hair.
Stewardess Jeanette Eatman
McDougal
and
Josephine chin and a chest bruise in a three
reported they were exhausted.
"Independence dr Dependence" A Braniff spokesman said the Crepps said the male hijacker
car collision at 5:38 p.m. Friday
Chamion
McDougal.
The one point which gripes or
will be the subject for Rev. Jerrel new crewmen were volunteers. held a .22-caliber automatic
on North 8th Street, according to
offends people is not the hair, but
He was married October 14, the report filed by the inWhite for his morning message at "The girls who got off the pistol in her ribs and told her,
the unkept and ungroomed hair. 1935, to the former Ida E.
R ..( Bob) Moyer, retired vice to Murray in 1945, and after an the 10:50 a.m. services on Sun- plane were pretty jittery," an "I'm not a Communist. I'm
vestigating officers of the
Long hair on women is taken for Barrett, who survives.
prt .dent and general manager absence of seven years, moved day, July 4, at the Memorial airport official said.
charged in the United States
Murray Police Department.
granted, but even this is offensive
of the Murray Division of the back again in 1964.
Baptist Church.
involved
1968
Cars
were
a
The purple jet landed at with a crime I'm not guilty of.
Survivors are his wife of
f it is unkept, dirty and ratty
Chevrolet
door hardtop Talyen Company, was installed An active civic leader, he is The subject for the 7:30 p.m. Chavez, outside Lima, at 1:24 God must be punishing me for
looking. Longer hair on a roan is Murray Route Four, five driven by two
Mrs.
Roach of 904 Thu -sday as the 47th president of
of thdiesal Red Cross service by Rev. White will be a.m. (2:28 a.m. EDT) on a a crime I did not do."
daughters,
Mrs.
Franklin
(Ida
acceptable as long as it appears
Pogue
Avenue,
Murray,
a 1964 the Murray Rotary Club.
apter, chairman of the Murray "The Old Rugged Cross in a flight from Monterrey, Mexico, The stewardess said he
Jo)
Walker, Mrs. Kelsie Polly)
clean, is well groomed and obOldsmobile four door owned by
Moyer, who lives at 1231 Planning Commission, and a 'Mod' World". The evening where the air pirates collected handed her a note for the flight
viously cared for. It may be vain Hooks, and Miss JenneLla McMildred K. Lowe of 307 North 8th Ligwood Drive, suceeds Max B. member of the Murray Board of service will include some colored 4100,000 after
100 captain. It read, "If anybody
freeing
or any number of other things, Dougal, all of Murray Route
Street,
Hurt,
Murray,
and
Kirksey,
a
1970
tries to be a hero, I'll blow this
after
slides
from
Christus
Zoning
serving
Gardens,
Adjustment.
as
He
also
has
plane.
passengers
the
aboard
Four,
Mrs.
Anita
Dill
of Murray,
but if it is clean, properly coiffed,
Volkswagen two door owned by vice president for the past year. served as president of the Gatlinburg, Tenn.
They seized the jet in the air place up."
cared for, etc. it is easier to ac- and Mrs. Jimmy (ilona ) Wilson
The other new Rotary officers Murray Chamber of Commerce. Sunday School will be held at while on
She said the gunman told her
from
of Hazel; three sisters, Mrs. Randall E. Lowe of 307 North 8th
a
flight
cept in this age of short hair.
also installed include: Harold Initiated into the Murray 9:40 a.m. with lesson being on Acapulco, Mexico, to New he had a pint of nitroglycerine
Thelma Tueteburge of St. Louis, Street, Murray.
Police said Mrs. Roach, going Hurt, vice president; Ted Rotary Club in 1964, he is a "An Ageless Problem", and York, with intermediate stops. in his suitcase.
Another thing, for the generation Mo., Mrs. Pauline Thomason of
south on North 8th Street, looked Billington, re-elected secretary; member of the First Methodist Training Union will be at 6:30
Bought Pilot Cigars
Gave Hijackers Ransom
we represent, when we grew up ferndale, Mich., and Mrs. Evelyn
Packages of food also were
Hunt
of Paducah; three off for a second and when she and Carnie Hendon, treasurer. Church, where he sings regularly p.m. on the topic, "Principles of
"The woman is a demolition
Continued on Page Ten
Church Polity". Hayden Rick- loaded aboard the hijacked
brothers, Cliffor McDougal of looked back she could not keep Serving as directors will be in the choir.
expert," he said. "She put the
from
Richard
hitting
that
the
Oldsmobile
Farrell,
Ray
Brownfield
School
man
He
and
is
SuperinSunday
his
wife,
Mary,
Lima.
have
at
ground
on
the
plane
Ferndale, Mich., Leland and
parked and knocking it into the and the retiring president.
three children and three grand- tendent and Lester Workman is The parcels were left at th3 bomb together."
Boyce McDougal,
both
of
"It was all well-planned,"
A native of Frankfort, Ind., children. Their children are: Training Union Director.
bottom of stairways leading to
Paducah; eight grandchildren. Volkswagen which was also
said Nrs. Crepps "The woman
Moyer was with the Tappan James R. Moyer, Glendale,
the plane's doors and carried
Funeral services will be held parked on North 8th Street.
just took orders and kept her
Company for 29 years before his Calif.; Mrs. Joe Keeslar.
the rest of the way by the crew
Sunday at two p.m. at the Locust
Now You Know
eye
on the passengers. She had
retirement
in
December,
1969.
Murray,
and Marilyn, Tustin. By United Press International under guard of the hijackers.
Fair weather will prevail Grove Baptist Church with Rev.
her hand on a gun in her
He and his family first movAct Calif.
throughout Kentucky today and Jack Jones officiating. Nephews
Airline officials negotiated 40
tonight. It will be partly cloudy will serve as Pallbearers.
minutes with the hijackers at
The hijacker gave another
George M. Cohan, the song Monterrey over the ransom
Sunday with widely scattered
writer, playwright and produce demand and the release of the stewardess $3 and ordered her
thunderstorms in the western
Interment will be in the Murray
to get cigarettes for him and
who became famous throug passengers.
section of the state. There will be Memorial Gardens with the
his patriotism as the "Yank
little change in temperatures. arrangements by the Ridgeway
"We got $100,000 in cash from cigars for the pilot when they
Doodle Dandy," was born July a bank in
Monterrey and gave reached Monterrey.
Highs today and Sunday in the Morticians
Bro. Kenneth Hoover of Benof Paris, Tenn.;
3, 1878 in Providence, R.I., but it to the hijackers
8(s. Lows tonight mostly in the however friends may call at the
aboard the "I want a happy captain,"
ton; will be featured speaker at a
his father had the foresight to plane. All
60s.
passengers
the
are she quoted the gunman as
gospel meeting at Coldwater
Max Churchill Funeral Home in
list his birthday as July 4.
safe," said a Braniff spokes- saying.
Church of Christ, July 5 through
Murray.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
July 11.
The names of two prospective
Bro. Hoover was born in members were read to the
LOSES LICENSE
Chance of showers or thunCalvert City on August 7, 1936. the Murray Civitan Club at the
dershowers Monday and Tuesday
son of Mrs. Sadie Sparks Hoover regular meeting Thursday, July
and in extreme east Wednesday. Harold Thomas Boyd, Route 3,
and the late F. R. Hoover. He is 1. They were James B.
A little cooler and less humid on Murray, recently had his drivers
married to Sue Birdsong of Buchanan, employee of the
license
until
suspended
SepWednesday. Lows in the mid and
Bandana, Ky., and they have two Murray Water and Sewer
upper 60s Monday and Tuesday tember 11, 1972, according to the
By BERT W. OKULEY
discovered the bodies of 50 the A Shau Valley, a spokeschildren, Kenny Lee, am! Systems and James A. Baker,
and upper 50s and low 60s list released by the Department
SAIGON
(UPI—Vice Pres- North Vietnamese in fresh man said.
Parker
Motors.
employee
of the
Gwendolyn.
Wednesday. Highs generally in of Public Safety to the Traffic
Studying Reds' Plan
Starkie Colson, new Civitan ident Nguyen Cao Ky said graves along the Demilitarized
Brother Kenneth Hoover
Safety Coordinating Committee.
the 80s.
Bro. Hoover graduated from
the today he saw no obstacles, as Zone (DMZ')
president, announced
Thieu and Ky spoke of the
Paducah Tilghman High School
far
as
his government was U.S. warplanes teamed with latest Viet Cong proposals
working committees for 1971-72
in 1954, and received A.A., Third
year and plans were made for concerned, to a total withdra- South Vietnamese infantry
shortly after the arrival in
Year Certificate of Achievement
the Civitan Ice-Cream Booth at wal of U.S. troops by the end of an effort to smash Communist Saigon today of Henry M.
in Bible from Freed Hardeman
this
year,
as
proposed by the
the Calloway County Fair.
forces massed near the DMZ, Kissinger, President Nixon's
College, and then furthered his
It was announced that J. H. Nix Viet Gong in Paris Thursday. the command said today. Scix national security adviser. Kiseducation at Eastern Kentucky
President Nguyen Van Thieu
was now serving as Lieutenant
formations of 852 bombers singer was sent to Saigon for
University and Murray state
Governor of Kentucky Civitan was more guarded in his unloaded more than a half- wide-ranging discussions with
University.
reaction to the plan.
District from District VII.
million pounds of explosives on allied leaders on the Indochina
He has served the following
Four members of the Murray South Vietnamese troops re- troop units, bunker complex situation, especially the Viet
churches as a regular minister.
Civitans made plans to attend the ported meanwhile they seized and artillery sites within three Cong plan.
Ledbetter, Ky., Blodgett,
Kentucky Civitan District large quantities of Communist miles of the zone, and Navy
Thieu said the possibility of
Missouri, Crowder, Missouri.
Leadership Academy at Eastern anti-aircraft ammunition and and Air Force fighter-bomber total American troop withdraBrookport, ni., Kirksey, K.
State University on July 9 and
jets pounded the region Friday
Richmond, Ky., South Fulton,
(Continued on Page Tent
July 10. The newly elected of- Mixed Two-Ball Foursome night and today.
Tennessee, and is presently
ficers representing Murray will To Be Held At Calloway
One
American
paratrooper
serving the Benton Church of
be Starkie Colson, J. H. Nix,
was killed in ground fighting in
Christ.
Hayden Rickman and Wayne A mixed, two-ball foursome
He has been a regular radio
tournament will highlight the
Williams.
speaker since 1956 on stations
July 4 weekend activities at the
Murray Chief of Police James
from Alabama to Michigan and ;s
Calloway Country Club Monday,
M. Brown and members of his
presently on Radio Station WTI, NUDIST FUNDRALS1ERS
Wells Purdom,Jr., the club's golf
department urged motorists to
in Benton.
chairman, has announced.
The Red Cross Bloomnobile drive with extreme
He has been the past presidont
cimtion
DOVER, England UPI)—
Couples wishing to participate will be at Benton on
Tuesday. during the Fourth of July holiday
of West Kentucky Alumni Two pretty English girls set oft in the nine-hole event should be at
July
6,
from
12
p.m. to 6 p.m. at weekend.
Chapter of Freed Hardeman on a cross-channel swim Friday the first tee not later than 8:45
the First Methodist Church.
The highways and streets will
College, the co-director of —without their swimsuits.
a.m, at which time the pairings "Any Calloway County citizer
be crowded with motorists during
Western Kentucky School of
will be made, he said. Play will may donate a pint of blood at that
the weekend and the police urged.
Preaching and Teaching,thv past
The girls were part ot 4 team start at 9 a.m.
time and by doing so; will insure the public to keep the accident
FIRST DAY ON THE JOB- -Dr. Donald E. Jones, new dean of the graduate school at Murray State vice-president and presedt of six which is making the
No other organized events his family's blood needs for six
rate as low as possible.
l'olversity, gets acquainted with his fellow workers Thursday. They are from left t Phayree V. Cook. Director of West Kentucky Youth swim to France to raise money have been announced for the day,
One persons was cited for no
assistant to the dean; Juanita Cohoon. secretary; Vivian Hale, administrative secretary in the dept. Camp, the Preacher's Adytern for the elderly. They also which also will include golf, months at any hospital in the
of extentiorut; and Julet Christopher. secretors
Institute of the Bible, Florence, belong to the 'Hertfordshire swimming, and tennis at the United States," Mrs. Jear operator's license and illegal
Blankenship, local Red Cross possession of alcohol on Friday
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
nudist camp.
(Continued on Page'Twelve t
members' leisure
director said.
by the City Police.

Bob Moyer Installed
President Of Rotary

Sermon Topics Are
Listed, Memorial

The Weather

Bro. Kenneth Hoover
To Preach, Revival

Civitans
Have Meet
Thursday

South Vietnam Officials See
No Obstacles To Withdrawal

_

,

Bloodmobile To Be
At Benton Tuesday

Persons Are Urged
To Drive Carefully

1
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The Church's Role
Evangelist Billy Graham said recently that
one reason so many people are turning away
from the church is that to many denominations
the Christian message has become so watered
down that it has become "sterile and
unchallenging." The noted evangelist said "the
Bible and the teachings of Christ are the greatest
challenges I have ever faced."
Some things have been happening lately in
the higher echelons of some of our big
denominations that makes us wonder sometimes
if our church leaders aren't slightly off course.
One of the big denominations, for instance, has
contributed $10,000 from its -legal aid fund- to
help Angela Davis, a self-avowed Communist,
fight her battle in the courts. The contribution is
supposed to help insure that she will get a fair
trial on charges of her complicity in murdering a
judge.
Now, there is nothing wrong with a church
coming to the aid of the unfortunate. As a
matter of fact, that should be the church's role,
among other things. There are many people,
poor and unfortunate, who get into trouble and
who need help. All are innocent until proven
guilty in this country, including Angela Davis.
But there are many sources of revenue from all
kinds of pressure groups. which she will draw on
to pay the battery of lawyers who will be
defending her in a sensational trial which will
probably last for months.
If a church wants to really help people in the
toils of the law, it should seek out the "little
people" who get no publicity', who cannot afford
to hire even one lawyer; and who are often
discriminated against because of their station in
life. The church will not get as many headlines
this way, but it will be serving mankind much
better.
Billy Graham believes that the church and
the people need to return to the basic teachings
of Christ and the Bible. And so do a lot of others

RHAY, KENTUCKY
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When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the
political bonds which have connected them with another:.
We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights; that among
these are Lift; Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness. That to
secure these ricks
Governments
6
are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed...

COMME1

SALUTE TO LIBERTY—Paddle boating on the Tidal Basin Is one of the favorite activities with
tourists who come to Washington, D. C. In background is the Jefferson Memorial, dedicated to the
author of the most famous of American documents, the Declaration of Independence.

OUR GLORIOUS FOURTH

Jefferson remembered
as Declaration's author
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

and used in his own residence
at Monticello and in the design
for the Virginia State Capitol
WASHINGTON — It was and the Rotunda at the
Thomas Jefferson's wish that University of Virginia.
he be remembered first of all
The
entrance
to
the
as the author of the most fanned
memorial
is on the north, the
of American documents — the
Declaration of Independence. side fronting on the cherry treeIn keeping with that wish, the ringed Tidal Basin.
A sculptural group above the
first of four panels inside the
Jefferson Memorial in the entranceway depicts Jefferson
nation's capital is engraved standing before the committee
with some of the best-known appointed by the Continental
write
the
phrases from the Declaration Congress to
Declaration of Independence.
of Independence.
To the left of Jefferson, as
The first of the phrases:
viewed from the steps, are
"We hold these truths to be Benjamin Franklin and John
self-evident: that all men are Adams,and seated on his right
created equal;, that they are are Roger Sherman and Robert
endowed by their Creator with R. Livingston.
certain inalienable rights;
This part of the memorial
among these are life, liberty,
was
sculpted by Adolph A.
and the pursuit of happiness;
that to secure these rights Weinman of New York City.
Jefferson's statue is executed
governments are instituted
in bronze, on a pedestal of
among men."
black Minnesota granite. This
Jefferson's principles con- Sands in contrast to the rest of
by Carl Riblet Jr.
cerning freedom and his the lower interior which is
leadership of the common man white Georgia marble.
There comes that moment of utter frustration in
won for him the office of third
The interior domed ceiling is
an argument when the only way to end it is to shut up
President of the United States. of Indiana limestone and
grants,
separate
two
federal
In
or give your adversary a poke in the nose. As it is no
In the Presidency, Jefferson reaches 67 feet above stti head
longer legal to go around poking people, and because funds amounting to nearly three- tried to insure these liberties by of the statue.
quarters of a million dollars have
The exterior walls and dome
nobody nowadays is willing to shut up, the only way been given to Kentucky to im- expanding the nation's frontiers and political system to are of Danby Imperial VerDeaths reported are Carl Hendrick, age 80, John Farmer, age
left to end an argument is to turn off your hearing, prove state
correctional include the great Louisiana mont marble and reach 96 feet
65, Van Fulton, age 75, Mrs. Willie Downs, age 80, and Dee Hicks,
programs and to help find homes territory.
like in hearing aid.
above the floor level.
age 83.
for 100 delinquent youths
"Arguments are to be avoided; they
The Jefferson Memorial is
The second of the four panels
The search resumed today in the Bee Creek area of Kentucky
described as "hard to place."
built in a style of architecture inside the memorial embodies
are always vulgar and often corn
Lake for Philip Walker, Jr., age 18, of fteidland who authorities
announced
Gov. Louie B. Nunn
that was his own favorite. It Jefferson's
principle
of
fear drowned in a boating accident on June 30,
Oscar Wilde
the Corrections Department houses a statue of Jefferson by freedom of the mind. That
William Donald Swann, Airman USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
grant, amounting to $445,000, Rudolph Evans, a famed principle is nowhere better
Swann of Murray, is serving aboard the amphibious assault ship
which will fund programs American sculptor.
expressed than in his Virginia
USS Boxer in the Caribbean waters off the coast of Puerto Rico.
ranging from prison security to
The adaptation of the cir- Statute for Religious Freedom
Miss Martha Billington, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Owen
improved parole and treatment cular colonnaded architecture upon which the inscription is
Billington of Murray, was married to James Donald Huie, son of
methods and a pre-release is the style Jefferson favored based.
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Huie of Locust Grove, Ga., on June 22 at the
program. The Kentucky Crime
The third panel engraving,
Billington h home.
Commission is adding $148,335 in
SEX ATTACK
seen on the northeast wall, is
funds to the programs.
devoted to his ideas of freedom
The pre-release program, to
LEXINGTON, Ky.—If grasshoppers, roaches,
of the body and to his beliefs in
locusts,
return prison inmates to a useful COPENHAGEN
sometime soon you should come and other relatives—h
UPI)—The the necessity of educating the
ave very
society, will provide vice squad is preparing an all- masses of the people.
across a huge, greenish-colored, different habits
and do great role in
Although Jefferson's efforts
personal and job counseling and out attack on Copenhagen's 35
grotesque400king insect staring damage to crops and food
stores.
to abolish slavery were not
at you from a bean vine in the Although grotesque
details of release procedure sex-clubs.
and
Zol Swor,age 75, died yesterday at his home in Hazel.
garden or taxus bush on the
during the last 90 days of their Police Superintendent Birger successful, he was one of the
Past Masters' Night was held at Murray Lodge No. 105 when lawn, don't panic or race for
confinement.
Vendsborg said today clubs first Americans to argue
past master's aprons were presented to the men who had served some kind of a swatting weapon.
Other correctional projects violating the 24-hours member- forcefully the inconsistency of
in this office over the years. Lester Nanny is the present master
receiving money under the ship rule or showing films slavery in a democratic state.
More than likely, this great
Jefferson considered the
of the Murray Lodge.
bug will be a praying mantis and
grants include $40,000 for a long- without special permission—and
establishm
ent of the University
The display of the America flag was urged today by the Captain won't hurt you at all; rather, it
unit,
including
planning
range
a none has been given so far—
Wendell Oury chapter of the Daughters of
five-year corrections plan to be would be closed and the of Virginia as one of his outwill help you fight off insects that
the American
Revolution.
completed prior to the 1972 account books handed over to standing accomplishments.
will do you harm.
Jefferson's vision in matters
Miss Jo Anne Hendon and Peter van Ameringen were married
Insects brought in from other
session of the General Assembly, the tax people.
of government is demonstrated
June 23 at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Graves countries are usually unand 149,819 to continue a pilot
by the fourth panel. The
desirable. The Japanese beetle,
program using ex-offenders as
The Flint Ridge cave system engraved statement appeared
probation and parole aides in
European corn borer, and
in Kentucky, 72.2 miles in as a letter to a friend and from
Oriental fruit moth are good
urban areas.
length, is the longest in the it is seen his recognition of the
examples of alien immigrants
A 1250,000 grant, covering a world while the world's deepest necessity for change in the laws
that have become serious pests.
two-year program for placement cave the
institutions
of
a
is
Gouffre de la Pierre and
Occasionally, however, one
of the deliquent youths, will go Saint-Martin on the Franco- democracy.
comes in from foreign shores
This was especially true, he
from the Justice Department's Spanish border, which has been
that has beneficial habits and is
believed, as opinions altered,
Law Enforcement Assistance explored to 3,782 feet.
Praying Mantis
Calloway County's newest enterprise, the Murray Livestock worthy of naturalization. Such is
Administration to the state
new discoveries were made,
;Company, will hold its first sale July 8 at the shed located on the praying mantis which came
Department of Child Welfare.
and circumstances changed.
parents
coordinate
and
volunteer
sometimes
reaching a length of
"South Second Street, according to Audrey Simmons, director. to us by accident from China.
Provision for building an
six inches, the mantis, colored The money will be used to activities for use in the
umphrey Key, local contractor, was in charge of the conappropriate permanent
Brought in on nursery stock, with
employ 10 counselors who will placement program.
greens
and
browns
that
struction.
memorial to Thomas Jefferson
the Chinese praying mantis was
In addition, two group homes
harmonize with the vegetation, is find the foster homes, train foster
in the capital was made by act
Deaths reported included William P. Darnell, age 47, Mrs. first dicscovered in the 1890's in
for the hard-to-place youngsters of
still an attractice and fascinating
Congress in 1934.
tAmanda McGregor. age 77, Capt. Alec Fulton, age 89, and Mrs. the neighborhood of Philadelphia
misconstrued by superstitious will be established.
creature.
The Thomas Jefferson
Julia Carson Swift, age 83.
where it thrived and became a
The head, which is free, is peoples the world over. This
• Cullie and Lowell Steele are providing special entertainment credit to the community. Since
moved, about in a most comical attitude, really one of menace,
for the annual Fourth of July celebration at Pine Bluff. Bob Miller that time it has been distributed
manner, forming inquiring poses has been mistaken for that of
• of Hazel will be the master of ceremonies.
to various parts of the Nation, and
watchful attitudes, ever alert Prayer •
Marriages announced this week include Miss Jessie Hughes to both by accidental shipments
Relax In Airfor victims.
In reality the mantis is anthing
Norville Cole, Miss Ruth Clayton to Wyvan Holland, and Miss and artificially.
Like most other predatory but prayful. Actually, it is a
Conditi
oned Comfort,
Anne Elizabeth Thompson to Leonard Wood,all on June 28.
The praying mantis, because of creatures,
it will remain treacherous, merciless,
and
Max Miller of Murray is now a flying cadet at Cimarron Field its voracious feeding on other motionless
as a statue for hours ferocious creature—a cruel,
insects, is just as easily called with its
in Oklahoma City.
toothed forelegs elevated pitiless destroyer, even of its own
"preying mantis." It belongs to over its
Dick Von Dyke in LID OVER 4 DAYSI
head like a saint engaged kind. But with man, it is gentle
the family Mantidae, of which In prayer.
But let a careless and can actually be made into an
there are a great number of grasshopp
er, moth, or some interesting pet. Also, inasmuch
species scattered over the world. other
bug pass by and these as its food consists of many of the
the gm movie you
Of the great insect order Or- cocked
legs -flash out with the more destructivellisects, It is a
should not see alone.
thoptera, it alone feeds- entirely speed of a
striking rattlesnake great benefactor of man. It has
Ansi it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call ea the mune on other bugs which
COWS
Color
it catches by and soon the victim
LO_J
is no more been said, and not without
of the Lord shall be saved.—Acts 2:21.
Sat,
means of the singular structure
Sun.,
Mon.
The manner in which it holds Justification, that a mantis in the
7:45
Only when we call on Jesus with a sincere desire to be like Him of its front legs
9:30
The remainder of these sturdy, spitted
Can't from 2:00 Sat. &
cabbage patch is worth a pint of
%III He hear our prayer
the
Orthoptera—crickets, raised to heaven front legs insecticide.
Sun. cont from 2:15
has been

Isn't It The Truth

Child Welfare,
Corrections Get
Federal Grants

Memorial Commission,
created by this act, was
responsible for the planning
and supervision of the work.
Ground-breaking ceremonies
were held on December 15, 1938
and the cornerstone wite officially laid on Nov. 15, 1939.
The memorial was dedicated
on April 13, 1943 and has since
become one of the favorite
attractions for. visitors to
Washington.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—A favorite and rewarding
procedure for taking fish, especially in summer
months, is trotlining.
This has been a highly productive method of
catching certain species down through the years and
is extensively used by many commercial and sports
fishermen.
There's a knack about trotlining that is necessary
if the fisherman is to be successful. There are those
who think the procedure is simply to attach a
number of hooks to a line, stretch it across a body of
water and come back to the baited hooks to remove
strings of fish. Not so.
Much skill is involved in properly rigging, setting
and fishing a trotline. There are regulations
governing the setting of trotlines and the operator
must also be acquainted with these laws. The skill of
an expert trotliner is admired by his fellow fishermen.
As for the laws: A person may fish not more than
two trotlines, of not more than 50 hooks each under
the provision of a sports fishing license. The hooks
must be at least 18 inches apart, but can be farther
spaced as desired. Under the provisions of a commercial license the fisherman may fish any number
of trotlines that may contain as many hooks as he
desires but no hooks may be spaced less than 18
inches apart.
Other rules: Trotlines must be "run" at least
every 24 hours and when not being fished, the lines
must be removed from a body of water. Trotlines
may not be set within 200 yards below any lock and
dam. Game fish cannot be harvested from commercial lines.
Sports trotline fishing offers much entertainment
and good results to a number of fishermen. They are
dedicated in their endeavors and are as elated at
taking a nice string of catfish from a river on their
favorite trotline as is the bass fisherman when he
harvests a fighting smallmouth.
The line takes a little time to make. It is made of
staging, with the hooks usually dropped from the
main line at a distance of about 16 inches. The ends
of the line ara fasAtned to'an otrerhanging tree limb
rfartlytight,
tintbtand t
on the water, to Another anchoring point.
The hooks have already been placed on the line
when it is set. Then the fisherman will bait the hook
II) coincide with the quarry's menu.

E.

I.

, At times minnows will oe used, at other times
crawfish; sometimes liver is chunked onto the
hooks, and one of the better baits is small bluegill
hooked so they continue to swim about. The harvest
most likely will be catfish, buffalo, white perch
(drum),or carp and occasionally a game fish, which
the sports fisherman may keep.
Before the tine is baited, it is weighted with small
rocks so that it will ride at the desired level. A
counter move to hold up the line to the desired level,
is attained by attaching capped cans or bottles to the
line for balance.
Usually the trotliner will bait his lines in the afternoon or right after dark and if he is ambitious
he'll run the line again about midnight and often will
take off many fish at this time. The third run comes
at daylight and this can be a most enjoyable part of
trotlining.
Commercial trotliners are much more adamant ir
their efforts, since their livelihood depends to a
great degree on the trotline catch.
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WASHINGTON, D. C. — The organization.
sport of hunting has been cited as Recent criticisms of Weft
a desirable and necessary part of have centered around the bob*
conservationist America by more that hunting has a detrimental
than 6,600 wildlife experts.
effect on wildlife populations and
"Cancelled over increasing that killing of wild animals in NS
anti-hunting sentiment, The necessary in the United States By Nevyk Shackelford • Uaivenityi of Seaway Colley of Agriculture
Wildlife Society has gone on today. The professional conLEXINGTON. KY.--In the March in great masses of tiny
record in strong support of servationist knows that HMO
hunting in the United States," accusations are untrue. More da), uhen the easily hunted honey-yellow flowers.
reported Fred G. Evenden, than anyone, the conservation* ground hog was frequently a
Then in autumn, it produces
executive director of the Is aware that the hunter pays a main item of table fare in the clumps of showy, plump. scarprofessional conservation vital role in today's wildlife hinterlands. rustic cooks made let berries which botanists call
management programs.
the meat more palatable by "drupes," and which are a
The hunting fraternity pays cooking it with a few sprigs of favorite food of the
grouse,
more than $200 million for spicebush.
The aromatic twigs thrush, and catbird.
wildlife restoration each year.
With its early bloom, bright
Hunting license fees are the masked the gamy odor of the
backbone of the 50 state fish and meat and accentuated its taste. berries that rival those of the
game departments. An excise tax or so wrote that immortal dogwood in beauty, and its
on hunting equipment provides naturalist John Burroughs.
dark green leaves, the spiceover $40 million a year, earIn other forms of country bush is fine for border planting
marked solely for wildlife. No cookery, this
attractive around the home. It grows in
other group can match these
member of the Laurel family dense clumps, is easily
FRANKFORT (UP!)—Black contributions.
bass fishing has improved at Asfor the moral question of the has also been utilized. During transplanted, and frequently, if
many of Kentucky's Lakes with killing of wild animals, many the Revolution, its powdered transplanted in the fall, will
the best catches in early morning people fail to comprehend that berries were used as a fair reward the planter with a
and late afternoon on artificial these animals will die whether substitute for allspice, and splash of color long before the
worms, the state Department of they are hunted or not, and in during the Civil War, soldiers leaves or any
other blossoms
Fish and Wildlife Resources nearly all cases they will die a on both
sides of the struggle are out.
much more slow and painful
reported today.
The spicebush is to spring
death. In the wild, death rates boiled its leaves and twigs into
The lake-by-lake rundown:
CUMBERLAND—Fair to good must match birth rates because an invigorating tea. Then up what the November-blooming
catches of black bass with some no population can expand in- until modern times, the tea has witch hazel is to autumn. To
limits by casting artificial definitely. If animals are over- been used to "break out come upon either when they
worms, especially at night, and protected, overpopulation results measles," allay the heat of are blooming in the austerity
on surface lures early and late. and starvation is the inevitable fevers, and to treat . children of the seasons
is, for the
White bass good in jumps in result.r
afflicted with intestinal para- naturalist, a rare, sweet, and
upper and middle regions and at "Sport hunting is regulated to
ineffable experience.
night in all sections. Trout fair maintain healthy balances in sites.
All
this
qualifies
It is not recommended that
this
above and below dam. Clear and wildlife populations," Evenden
stable at 84.
said. "Seasons are opened _only common shrub, which Can be the spicebush, or for that
BARREN LAKE—White bass when there is a genuine abun- found along many water- matter, any other shrub or
good throughout day in jumps, dance of wildlife and hunting is courses and on moist hillsides wildflower, be dug up promisblack bass fair on points on ar- needed to bring the population in Kentucky as a very valuable cuously
or without landowner
tificial worms,clear and stable at into balance with available food.
resource. But there is more.
permission. However, where
86.
This regulated hunting insures
The spicebush, or "fever such shrubs are threatened by
NOUN LAKE—Fair to good healthy populations of wildlife for
white bass in jumps and good the future while providing bush" as it is sometimes land development, or in many
known, is one of the earliest- places where they are plentiful,
black bass on artificial worms. recreation for 17 million
Good bluegill in lower lake,limits Americans each year."
blooming shrubs. Long before it is permissible to remove
of trout below dam,clear, stable, The
professional
con- leafing time, outdoor walkers them for easier enjoyment and
84.
servationist knows that sport have found it blooming in early to
protect their existence.
KENTUCKY LAKE—Black hunting poses absolutely no
bass good in stumpy area in threat to the well-being of any
lower part of lake. Good white game species.In fact, without the
bail in jumps in same area. Fair hunter there would be little, if
bluegill in all sections. Below any, wildlife left in America.
Members of the Murray- Robert and Linda Forsee, and
Dam—White bass and catfish For these reasons, and in the
Kenlake Flotilla of the U.S. Coast John Fuqua, formed the patrol
good, clear and falling slowly at interest of wildlife management Guard
Auxiliary carried out
U.
and conservation, The Wildlife patrol duties recently • at thc which was under the command of
the U.S. Coast Guard.
, ladillUELST-411inglif hdr hi ailSociety auggiorta busting
gasnieville June Planar* Boat Safety and traffic patrol of
sections, fair black 'bass by urges education of the .publi
Races.
boating races and regattas is one
casting. Below Dam—Bluegill regarding the significance o
Flotilla Vice Commander of the many activities of the U. S.
excellent, clear and stable at 84. hunting.
Neale B. Mason, Dorothy Mason, Coast Guard Auxiliary.
HERRINGTON—White bass
good in jumps, bluegill excellent
along deep cliffs, clear and stable
at 84.
DALE HOLLOW—White bass
fair in spotty jumps and at night
at 30 feet. Fair black bass on
artificial worms, clear and
falling at 84.
ROUGH RIVER LAKE—
Scattered catches of black bass
and bluegill, clear and stable at
84.
GREEN RIVER LAKE—
Bluegill good in upper sections,
fair black bass by casting,
tributaries murky, remainder
clear and stable at 84.
GRAYSON—Fair croppie at 12
feet, scattered catches of black
bass, clear and stable at 84.
FISHTRAP—Fair bluegill in
all sections, scattered black bass
by casting, tributaries murky,
remainder clear and stable at 81.
111111111110m.
,--'
DEWEY—Bluegill good on
worms and crickets, fair croppie
at 12 feet, clear and stable at 86.
FIRST GOLDEN EAGLES HATCHED IN CAPTIVITY —The father guards the nest
BUCKHORN—White bass and
after two American
en eagles (one hidden) we:•e hatched at the Gage Park
croppie fair by fishing at night,
Zoological Park in Top,ka, Kan., marking the world's first captive hatching
fair bluegill, some limits of trout
of the vanishing N,Ith American bird. No artificial incubator was used
below dam,clear and stable at 82.
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route — Nantucket and Block
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) — From Island — with the finish in
the ditty bag:„
Raritan Bay, NJ. The race,
— A recent survey of 758 being organized b7 "Motor
U. S. stock pleasure boat build- Boating and Sailing' magazine,
ers on what kinds of boats they will be open to 50 boats represare now producing and in what enting all types of sailing craft.
materials showed that the sail— Recommended among the
boat was the most popular new books is "The Complete
product line. There were 267 teginner's Guide to Sailing"
companies building them, a (Doubleday and Co.) by Ainslight increase over the number slie H. Drummond, Jr., editorproducing, them in 1970. Of in-chief of the Elhi Division of
the total, 238 used fiberglass as D.C. Heath and Co., publishing
construction material.
subsidiary of Raytheon Co. In
— The American Canoe its 17 chapters and 240 pages,
Association reports a growing the well-illustrated book disinterest in the sport of white- cusses every aspect of sailing.
water canoeing. For example,
— Spending on boats triples
this year's Hudson River White. Above the $18,000 salary level
water Derby, held recently at and doubles again after
North Creek, N.Y., attracted
15,000, says "Business
more than 300 competitors Week," quoting figures from
and up to 15,000 spectators Robert H. Kenmore, chairman
for two full days of events. The and chief executive of Kenton,
inaugural derby in 1958 drew Corp.
only 50 canoes and was .a
— The 206-mile Hennessy
Grand Prix, to be run this year
one-day affair.
— For the fisherman, The on July 14 off the New Jersey.
Garcia Corp. has published a New York coast, will offer
16-page booklet, 'All About more than $20,000 in prizes to
Lures," which illustrates how off shore power boat racers.
lures work and how the angler Among dnvers expected to
should present them for the compete are Vincenzo Balesbest possible results. The text then, the Italian expert; Bill
is written by experts who have Wishnick, New York veteran,
designed some of the most and Bob Magoon, the Miami
popular artificial baits now be- eye doctor.
— Ever wonder about the
ing used. The booklet may be
obtained free by writing to girl's names used by the NaGarcia in Teaneck, N. J.
tional Weather Service to ident— The Evinrude people say ify tropical cyclones in the
a tool kit for outboarders Atlantic, Caribbean and Gulf
should contain nine basic of Mexico since 1953? This
items: spark plugs, spark plug year, a list of 10 sets of names
wrench, adjustable wrench, pli- was set up. After 10 years,
ers, screw driver, friction tape, when the 10 sets have been
spare propeller with nut, drive used, the sets will be used over
pins and the owner's manual. again. Each set contains 21
A 300-mile race for two- names in alphabetical order, A
in-crew sailing craft is being through W. The letters Q, U, X,
organized to begin Aug. 21 at Y and Z are not included beGloucester, Mass. There will be cause of the scarcity of names
two mandatory rest stops en beginning with those letters.
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Calorie count
eat Alpixt
Viet GI's let
her son down
By Abigail Van Buren
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Joseph-Cavitt Engagement

Joiner Reunion

Have you ever wondered about the approximate
number of calories in selected milk products? The
U. S. Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Research Service lists the following in one cup (8
fluid ounces). Fresh whole milk has at least 3.25
per cent milkfat and 8.25 percent non-fat milk
acilids.
Calories
Fresh whole:
180
Homogenized
Fresh skimmed:
110
Lowfat (1 per cent milldat)
90
Skim (nonfat)
130
2 per cent
145
2 per cent (added non-fat milk solids)
90
Buttermilk, made from skim milk
Chocolate milk, made from
whole milk and chocolate
210
Chocolate-flavored drink, made from
lowfat milk and cocoa
190
Dry milk (mixed with water):
Nonfat (from fluid skim milk)
90
Whole (from fluid whole milk)
160
Evaporated (diluted with equal
volume of water):
Skim
90
Whole
170
Sweetened condensed, undiluted •
980
Yogurt, made from partially skimmed Milk

DEAR ABBY: A few years ago you printed a letter from
a sergeant in Viet Nun asking for pen pals. My KID, Johnny,
who was then 11, had a teacher who obtained the names of
young men from our state who were serving in Viet Nam,
and she asked each child to write to a serviceman. I'm
divorced and my "ex" ignores Johnny, so you can imagine
my son's thrill when "his soldier" wrote back.
They corresponded for months, and at Christmas time I
baked cookies for Johnny to send, and I enclosed a note
expressing my appreciation to him for brightening my son's
life.
In turn I received a lovely letter from the soldier saying
Tuesday, July 6
how much he enjoyed Johnny's letters, and saying he had
The Kathleen Jones Group of
passed Johnny's name on to other soldiers who wanted a pen
the Baptist Women of the First
pal.
Baptist Church will meet at the
Fromtime to time I'd send cookies, shoe laces and toilet
Saturday, July 3
of Mrs. Stanford Andrus at
home
articles to these servicemen, and Johnny saved up from his
The Murray High School Class
(Love Studio Photo)
allowance to pay the postage. As it came time for each man of 1951 will have its 20th year 6:15 p.m.
reunion banquet at the Holiday
to return home, I wrote making one request: "After arriving
Miss
Teresa
The Inter-City Ladies Golf
Gay
Joseph
home and greeting family and friends, please let Johnny Inn at 6:30 p.m. Other social Tournament will open at nine
Mr. and Mrs. Willie W. Joseph of Kirksey Route One announce
know you made it safely as he has been praying for your safe functions include gatherings at a.m. at the Oaks Country Club.
engagement of their youngest daughter, Teresa Gay, to Rev.
the homes of Mrs. Gene Landolt The lineup was published
on the
nd Robert Ray Buckingham.
Joe Steven Cavitt, only son of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cavitt of
Each one wrote back and promised he would, but not one
Thursday.
Murray Route One.
kept his word. Abby, it nearly broke Johnny's heart. I have
Miss Joseph is a junior at Calloway County High School. She is
no explanation for him as to why each one broke his promise.
A Gospel Singing will be held at Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
Carmel United Methodist Church.
Have you?
MRS. J. &
the Gospel Singing Drive In, six of the Rainbow for Girls will meet an active member of the Mt.
graduate of Murray University School, has
1969
is
Cavitt
a
Rev.
miles east of Hardin on Highway at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
DEAR MRS. J. S.: Perhaps some servicemen were
attended Murray State University, and plans to attend Bethel
80. No admission charge.
simply negligent or thoughtless. Some could have returned
7,ollege at McKenzie, Tenn., in the fall where he will be a junior.
The
Goshen United Methodist
borne such physical and emotional wrecks that they didn't
is presently serving as assistant pastor of the Bethel, Brooks
lie
Sunday,
July
4
Church Women's Society of
feel like facing anyone. And perhaps your ma's pen pals were
lapel, and Independence United Methodist Churches.
Christian Service is scheduled to
among those unfortunate 55.000 servicemen who sever made
Wedding plans are incomplete.
Mr.and Mrs.Coy Robinson will meet
It home.
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary with an open house
The Murray TOPS Club will
DEAR ABBY: How do you tell a certain set of relatives
at their home, 224 E. Gibbs, meet the
Community Center at
at
to please leave their two poodles at home when they come to
Union City, Tenn., from two to seven
p.m.
visit? They just left, and one of the poodles left his
five p.m.
"trademark" on one of my silk chairs. This isn't the first
time this has happened and I have had it. We have a new
Wednesday, July 7
The Senior Art Show of Donald
home with new furniture and carpeting and when their dogs
Roberson of Murray will open in
have an accident [as they always seem to do here] they don't
the Kappi Pi room of the Fine The second day of the Inter.
ground sirloin less than 10 per
City Ladies Golf Tournament will By United Press International
seem to be bothered at all.
cent.
Arts Building, MSU, and
be
held
These relatives have a lovely, expensive bome—
at
nine
a.m. at the
aUtbeir
Grocers generally feature
continue through July 9.
* * *
Calloway
own and are well able to refurnish if their things are ruined,
County Country Club. four kinds of ground beef.
Hours are Sunday two to fivt
but we have worked hard for what we have and we must
preparing a ground
has
you're
ground
beef
the
If
Regular
p.m. and Monday through
5*.
make it last. What on earth can we do?
highest fat content—as much beef casserole where the fat is
BAFFLED
Friday ten a.m. to six p.m.
Read garment labels before as 30 per cent. There's 10 to not drained off during the
DEAR BAFFLED: Tell those relatives that they are
buying clothing. You can cut 20 per cent fat in Found cooking process, you'll want to
welcome, but not poodles who piddle, so please leave them at
Monday, July 5
costs by determining from tholo chuck. Ground round has buy the very, leanest ground
lease.
The Lottie Moon Group of the label; or from questioning
•
the, about 10 per cent fat and beef.
Baptist Women of the First -alesgirl, whether the
item
,5
.
Baptist Church will meet at the needs dry-cleaning. The
DEAR ABBY: I am 26 years old and have a 10-month-old
cost of
home of Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, 112 upkeep could be out of prodaughter who was born out of wedlock. She is a lovely child
North 14th Street, at 7:30 p.m. portion to the cost of the
and Milo I am not proud of the circumstances, I am not
Members note change of garment, advises the Nebraska
ashamed of her.
locations of meeting.
Extension Service.
My family acts as if my child did not exist. How can I
get them to accept her? After all, she is only a child and has
done nothing to harm them. I am the one they should reject,
not her.
I would like to add, my daughter has changed my life
completely. I am more sensible and responsible now. But
bow can I get my family to believe that?
NO FAMILY
The theme "Declare His the league keeps at home for
9-9 MON. thru SAT.
DEAR NO: Don't worry sheet It. If you respect yourself
Glory" (from Psalm 96), was daily contributions. Each disand behave hi a sesudbie and responsible manner, eventually
1-6 SUNDAYS
used throughout the lath bien- trict uses 75 per cent of its ofyou will ears the respect et your family. And If you don't,
nial International Convention of ferings for projects voted by disgrew a thicker bide. It's their loss, est years.
the Lutheran Women's Mission- trict members and remits 25
ary League held at the Conven- per cent to the international orMEV* paw preidem? Ye8'0 feel better W you get It off
tion Center in Louisville, Ken- ganization for international projyear chest. Waite te ABBY, Box WM, Les Angeles, Cal.
tucky, on June 22 to 24.
ects.
MM. For • perusal reply esclese stamped, addressed
The league (LWML) is the ofMrs. Harold Glander and Mrs.
envelope.
ficial women's auxiliary of the Herbert Voelkert, LWML repreLutheran Church-Missouri Synod sentatives, were commissioned
Hate to write letters? lead
and is divided into 41 districts to go to Japan this fall as
le Abby. Bus 10700, Lee
Aageles. Cal. NM, fur Abbr. bootleg. "Bow la Write Letin United States and Canada.
"Bridge Builders" — builders of
The Rev. Andrew Sabo, Over- understanding of each other's
ters fer All Oecsaisert."
land Park, Kan. gave the key- problems, challenges, and joys
note address on Tuesday.
in this present day. This team
Biscuit Beauty
International mission projects will go together with teams from
Meat, chicken, and fish
Biscuits will take on a totaling 9350,000 were approved ALC and LCA women's groups.
are important because they
warm, brown finish if the
at the convention.
Mrs. C. R. Montz of Bismarck,
offer high quality protein
tops are brushed with milk
Projects adopted ranged from N. D., was elected president;
to the body, needed to
or butter before baking
a church in Hong Kong to a Mrs. wiliiam E. Morris of Manbuild up the muscles and
mission in Brazil; from a day kato, Minn., as first vice presiblood.
care program in Chicago's inner dent; Mrs. Alfred Sump of ClarNOTICE
city to a scholarship fund for inda, Iowa, third vice
president;
gentle!
Our
high school graduates in New Mrs. Frank R. Ritzen of Springreaders
are
Guinea; from support for Mis- field, Mo., financial secretary;
reminded that the Ledger
Even
while
skin
is
sionaries and Pilots to reach and the Rev. Erhard D.
& Times will not publish
healthy and resilient, it
Fifert,
Northern Canada to the produc- pastor of St. Paul Church
should be handled gently.
weddings or bridal showers
in
Apply creams in slow, up- ."1. that occurred thirty days
tion of spot messages on tele- Blue Earth, Minn., as counselor.
ward motions, avoid kneadvision aimed at children.
previous to the date of
The official registration at the
ing massages. Avoid pickMoney for the projects comes convention was approximately
publication.
ing or scratching blemishfrom mite boxes, individual pig- 2,500.
es.
gy banks that each member of

HOUSEHOLD
HINTS

ROSES

'Declare His Glory' Is
LWML Convention Theme

Protein builds

Seventh Annual Charity Ball Is Success
Says Mrs. Ron Christopher, Chairman

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Held Sunday
The annual Joiner reunion was
held at Noble Park Sunday. A
basket lunch was served to the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil E. Ellington and daughter of Louisville;
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Joiner,
Burns; Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
Joiner, Slidell, La.; Earnest
Joiner and son, Cave-In-Rock,
III; Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Alderman, Dania, Fla.; Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Smith Jr. and children, Tiline; Mr. and Mrs. Bennie M. Driskill, Gilbertsville;
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Reid,
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Joiner, Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
Glen DaVania, Kirkwood, Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Joiner
and son, Ledbetter;
Jimmie Joiner, Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Joiner and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Jewel Paris and family, Mrs. Detra Thompson and
son and Mr. and Mrs. Elvis
Joiner and family, all of Smithland;
Paul Joiner, Mr. and Mrs.
Kim Wilson, Mrs. Flora Joiner
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Joiner
of Evansville, Ind.;
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Winn, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Joiner and
Jeanette, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Joiner, Mrs. Ed Joiner, Mrs.
Naomi Robertson, Mrs. Bill
Evans, Miss Shirley Ann Joiner,
Mrs. Rose Goins, Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Morgan and James E.
Joiner, all of Paducah.

Serve hot
Cooked cereal is best
served piping hot, as soon
as it is cooked. When it is
allowed to stand exposed to
the air, a rubbery film
quickly terms on the surface. ff, Cooked cereal most
wait 4or latecomers. Cover
it anti keep it hot in the top
of a double boiler over hot
watet.

Simi1
- 15r—
Well-located,
wellplanned, and correctly-used
storage space can simplify
daily living. Analyze your
own storage problems by
listing and measuring items
to be stored. Compare
prices and flexibility of devices available and make a
plan to fit your needs, suggest the specialists.

By Jean Hart
Murray citizens and their outof-town guests spent a delightful
evening and at the same time
contributed to a worthy cause
Saturday, June 12, when they
attended the seventh annual
charity Ball.
All proceeds from the Ball go to
the Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health Association and
Mental Retardation Center. Mrs.
Ron • Christopher, General
Chairman of the 1971 Charity
Ball, is pleased to announce that
a profit of $2695.43 was raised.
This is the largest donation
presented to the Association by
the Charity Ball Committee.
The setting of this year's dance
was the Calloway County Country
Club. The decorations included
large and brightly painted
animals, patchwork tablecloths
and greenery. The animals and
tablecloths were made by
children and women of our
community. On display were the
toys purchased for the Mental
Retardation Center.
Guests danced from 9 until 1
o'clock to the continuous music of
Byron Gallimore's Combo and
the Traditions.
An added attraction to this
year's ball was a drawing of
guests' names for gifts donated
by local, state and national
political leaders, celebrities and
Murray citizens.
The splendid response of the
people of Murray to the 1971
Charity Ball is dramatic
evidence that they understand
the seriousness of mental illness.
It also demonstrates their strong
conviction that the Mental Health
Association's
program , of
science, service and social action
is the most effective way to
combat and eventually control
this leading health menance.
In addition to applauding the
patrons' support of the drive.
Mrs. Christopher and her committee chairmen would like to
thank the local newspapers,radio
station, Cablevision, grocers,
private businesses and companies, philanthropists,
organizations and individuals
who contributed either their time
or talent. Without such broad and
wholehearted support, we would
have had no way of bringing the
mental health message to the
people of thia community.
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TAPES

Due to manufacturer's tremendous surplus and
Rose's buying power, Rose's can now offer
you fantastic sayings on these first quality
8 track and cassette tapes at a record
breaking low price for a limited time
only.
Dozens of top tunes including sound
tracks and golden hits on over 15
brand labels by 45 different famous
artist. Buy several NOW and SAVE.
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DRY CLEANING

OFFER
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FREE! Mothproofing—Mildew proofing
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We have shirt laundry Services here!
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GOOD TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY ONLY
JULY htn, 7th, 8th

diet

Food affects the skin's
health greatly. A daily
menu should include both
green and yellow vegetables, fresh fruits, meat,
fish, eggs or other proteins
such as cheese, milk i whole
or skimmed, some cereal
some fat Water, too, is important, though the old
"eight glasses a day" is no
longer considered neres

MERCURY

11,11fN

Boot trees
Contour boot trees shape
the boot scene, They come
in lightweight red plastic
and keep boots standing
upright, so they're not toppling over and creating a
mild state of chaos in the
closet. The trees—called
Dunks Contour Boot Trees
--are contoured to keep
boots fresh, well-aired and
wrinkle-free when not m
use

8 TRACK
AND

ASSETTES

All by famous artists
as
tot'

D.e. Marlin, Roger

Miller, Roy Charles,
Dionne Warwick, Hank Williorns,
Fronk Sinafra, 5#1, Dimensioe,
PLUS MANY MANY MORE.

• SOUND TRACKS

• GOLDEN HITS
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By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON -Andrew F.
Brimmer, member of the
Federal Reserve Board, has
taken a close look at the
American economy and come
up with a disturbing forecast more taxes rather than less in
the years immediately ahead.
His view is based on the
premise that at any one given
moment in time the economy
can produce only a given
amount of goods and services
and that the demands for these
are vastly greater than the
supply.
•

a'
• 4 14$

depreciation on new capital
business investment and builtin increases in public spending
wipe out any anticipated
benefits from two sources.
One is the hoped-for -Vietnam dividend" as U. S. involvement there ends. The
other is the natural annual
increase in tax revenues that
comes from growth in the tax
base, even without an increase
in rates.
Briznmer, who outlined his
views in a recent address at
Middlebury College commencement exercises, Middlebury, Vt., puts it this way:
"At first glance, it might
appear . . . our abundant

Consequently a strict system
of priorities must be used to
allocate resources among the
major competing claims.
"I see an inherent conflict.. . ," he says. -In my
opinion, to help reconcile these
conflicting objectives and to
help provide the revenue to
finance the growing demand
for public services, it may be
necessary to raise the average
level of taxation in the United
States - rather than lower it."
As he sees it the Tax Reform
Act of 1969, which cut federal
levies, the
Nixon
administration's decision to
permit
accelerated
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local government borrowing in
these years increased almost 50
per cent.
Obviously such rapidly
mounting claims on production
of goods and services will make
it more difficult to improve
public services in the years
ahead.
Present projections of real
gross national product growth
point toward a GNP of more
than $1.2 trillion by 1975, or
about $200 billion more than
last year.
Says Brimmer:
"Even a GNP of this size will
require a careful review of
priorities if the public sector is
to meet its responsibilities. The
6,
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El Salvador is the oni)
country of Central Americi
that has no coastline on thE
Caribbean Sea.
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WASHINGTON
(UPI
Grocery chains in the
Washington
metropolitan area last August
adopted discount-pricing
policies which are saving
consumers
about
$40
million a year, the Federal Trade Commission
FTC) says.
The FTC report said
the
discount
policies
were prompted by Lucky
Store, a discount food
chain based in California
whose entry into Washington followed an FTC
investigation of "an alleged monopolization of
the Washington area retail food industry."
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President Nixon's Council of
Economic Advisers, in their
1970 and 1971 reports, present
five-year projections that show
built-in increases in public
programs using up all but
about 1 per cent of the GNP
growth.
"All but perhaps $12 billion of
the projected $57 billion
cumulative increases in' fullemployment federal revenues
between fiscal 1972 and 1975 is
already allocated," Brimmer
says.

D.C. buyers
saving on food
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resources are large enough to has been toward a faster rate of
support a faster pace of growth in state and local
progress on all . fronts - to government spending - which
meet our social and en- finance most public services vironmental
needs than in federal spending.
simultaneously while conState and local outlays
tinuing to improve our general jumped from $39 billion in 1955
standard of living - especially to $132 billion in 1969, more than
so since we are reducing the tripled. Federal spending went
volume of our resources set up about 11-4 times in the same
aside for military purposes. .. period.
At the same time, out-Such an accomplishment is
likely to be far more difficult standing general debts of state
than it might . . . appear .. and local governments rose
even with the end of the Viet- from $44.3 billion to $13.3.5
nam war, the budgets for all billion - more than 200 per
levels of government ... will cent, while the federal debt
be just as tight in 1975 as they increased from $274.4 billion to
are in the current year."
$353.7 billion, up 30 per cent.
The trend in the last 15 years
Interest charges on state and
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social and environmental
improvements desired by so
many today must compete for
their share of GNP with the
strong requirements of consinners and business firms."

Public service demands may bring tax boosts
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THE CAPITAL TOUCH
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TUESDAY MORNING DOOR BUSTER!!

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
* Full Bolts, 60" to 68" Wide
* All the Newest Stitches
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* 100% Polyester 8 Double Knits
* Polyester & Acetate Knits
* Save up to '5.11 a Yard!

* All From Our Own Mills
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Scarf Prints

Thousands of yards of finest quality Spring &
Summer Fashion Fabrics now reduced for quick
clearance. We must make room for new Fall
Fabrics. Hurry, for best selection!
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Summer Luxury Fabrics

now reduced for quick clearance. Don
'
t miss
these

sensational

savings.
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SUMMER FABRICS
CHOOSE FROM Solid and Printed
Polyester and Cotton Poplins, Polyester
and Avril Prints, Cotton Twills and many,
many others all now at one low, low price!
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Our Greatest Fabric Buy Ever! Original
Designers handscreened Scarf Prints, designed
individual Scarf Panels now at a mere fraction of
original cost! Ideal for scarf, pant tops and
dresses. Hurry for best selection!
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LUXURY
FABRICS

ORIGINAL DESIGNERS
HAND SCREENED
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I Nine Jews
draw
prison
terms in
Russia

MOSCOW (UPI): A Soviet court in Kishinev, Moldavia, sentenced nine Jews
to from one to five years in
prison today for anti-Soviet
activities, Jewish sources
said.
The eight-day trial was
connected with an abortise
attempt to hijack a Soviet
passenger airliner from
Leningrad to Sweden a
year ago. Eight of the nine
had pleaded guilty.
The sources said David
Chernoglaz, 31, received
the heaviest sentence—five
years. The prosecution re-

AIMENIIIWINOMINalasalallanallt
ceived two years as depenalty
similar
quested a
for Anatoly Goldfeld, 25, manded. David Rabinovich,
but he was sentenced to 24, was sentenced to one
four years, the sources year as asked by the prosecution, the sources said.
said.
HILLEL Shur, 35, who
pleaded innocent, was given two years although the
prosecution sought three.
Alexander Galperin, 25. received two and one-half
years. Three had been demanded. Harry Kishner. 25,
received two years instead
of the requested 2 and
one-half years.
Arkady Voloshin, 25, Semyon Levit, 24, and Lazar
Trakhtenburg, 24, all re-

I

shal;;Tfieird7
!ready for '72 leasing.

i

4 trillion barrels coiled
area's possible capacity

Co

WASHINGTON i UPI , Intenor Secretary Rogers C.
B Morton said yesterday
the government was prepared to lease federally
owned oil shale fields in
Colorado,
Wyoming
and
Utah to private developers
by late 1972
0
c
It was the first move by
,
C, the Nixon Administration
.7 toward opening up what is
potentially the richest oil
deposit in the world.
A
Experts have estimated
0 that as much as four trillion barrels of crude oil
could be squeezed from the
underground -shale in the

1
-I

i

I

i $30 million bond
deal announced

I
1

FRANKFORT (UPD: The
state Property and guildtogs Commission has approved sale of $30 million
general obligation highway
bonds to a syndicate of
buyers at an interest rate
of 5.79 per cent.The sale was the final
section of the $176 million
bond issue approved by the
voters in 1965. The syndicate purchasing the bonds
is headed by Harris Trust
and Savings Co.. Chicago.

High-gloss
High-gloss finishes need
a paste wax or liquid polish.

states.
Mountain
Rocky
This is about 10 times the
world's present crude oil
supply
Gordon
Sen.
Allott
(R., Colo.), said the move
could mean 30,000 new jobs
and $3 billion boost to the
economy of the three states
by 1963. "At long last the
commercial development of
oil shale in the West is becoming a reality," he said.

No-fault auto
insurance upheld
BOSTON (UPI): The Massachusetts Supreme Court
has upheld the state's firstin-the-nation no-fault auto
insurance law. The 46-page
ruling by Justice Paul C.
Reardon says it is "entirely
clear" the pioneer system
preserves an individual's
right to trial by jury as
well as other rights to due
process.
The decision was handed
down in the case of Milton
einnic k. Boston Postal
worker, who was involved
in an accident Jan. 3,
1971—two days after the
no-fault system took .effect.
His car collided with one
driven by Carl Cleary.
Under the no-fault setup,
an individual can sue for
"general damages" after he
has passed the 8500 level in
medical bills.

ALL NINE defendants
were charged with preparing and distributing subversive anti-Soviet materials in
their bid to secure permission to emigrate to Israel.
Goldfeld.
Chernoglaz,
Galperin. Kishner and Voloshin were charged with
plotting the June. 1970, hijack attempt which never
materialized.
All but Levit and Kishner were charged with the

It's now utilized extensively for
DRAMATIC TRANSITION
According to the Southern roof structures and ceilings of
Forest Products Association, a contemporary dwellings.
19th codury method of factory
construction has been polished Horizontal lumber ceiling beans
up, brought to date and tran- under a sweeping canopy of wood
sformed into one of the most roof decking create strong
glamorous forms of con- structural support and a feeling
of the forest within rooms. The
temporary home design.
The system is plank-and-beam, system affords an ideal medium
which was originally utilized for for jointly utilizing the high
mill construction because of its strength and striking grain
strength and ability to sustain the quality of pee-shrunk Southern
Pine lumber.
weight of heavy machinery.

A GUILTY verdict was a
foregone conclusion. Tass
quoted all defendants as
admitting their guilt—even
Sher—and expressing repentance for the crimes.
The Kishinev trial is the
last of five proceedings in
three cities that grew out
of the 1970 hijack plot. In
trials in Leningrad and
Riga 25 persons have been
sentenced to prison terms
ranging from one to 15
years.

NEW YORK (UPI): Over
164,000 abortions have
been performed in New
York City as the first year
of liberalized abortion ends
this week, according to a
by the
report released
Health Services Administration.
The report, a summation
of one year of liberalized
abortion in New York City,
also shows the majority of
abortions in the city were
performed On out-of-state
residents, that complications arising from abortions
were decreasing and nearly
one-quarter of all abortions
were performed on teenWAITING— Dr. Daniel
agers.
Ellsberg is all smiles in
The data revealed that
Cambridge, Mass., after
55.5 per cent of women
that Supreme Court deciwho had abortions in New
sion allowing newspapers
York City were not resito continue publishing the
dents of the state. City resiPentagon's secret Vietnam
dents accounted for 39.2
report supplied by him.
per cent, state residents,
Ellsberg is free on $50,000
3.3 and 2.2 per cent did not
bail pending a U.S. District
give a residence. Municipal
Court appearance on
hospitals performed 95 per
charges of theft of governcent of their abortions on
ment property.
city residents, while proprietary hospitals did 79.4
of their abortions on outWages stuffed pets
of-staters.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Be sure
Over half the abortions
that a baby's own zoo is as
in the city were performed
washable as he is—Stuffed pets
get chewed, cuddled, dragged. • on women under 24 years
• of age, according to the
kicked and critwled over. -‘The
these, 37 3 Per
Cleanliness Burepereminds)thatir data
cent were in the 20-24 age
they need to be dunked in
23.4 in the 15-19
group'
soap or detergent suds fregroup, and 0.2 oo girls unqeently.
der 15.
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theft of an office copying
msrhine or with keeping or
assembling the machine.

1st year
totals on
abortion
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FRANKFORT (UPI,: The
number of motor vehicles
in Kentucky increased by
140 a day in 1970, James D.
Sewell, executive assistant
for the Kentucky Traffic
Safety Co-ordinatoing Committee has announced.
Sewell said the state's
motor vehicles population
increased from 1.71 million
in 1969 to 1.76 million in
1970.

SPECIALS!

Teeiday and Wednesday

NEW YORK (UfI)- Lighte
make-up mirrors are aids t.
complexion care. They can b
set to
simulate
daylight
fluorescent light or soft lam'
light, so that the user can se.
accurately how her skin ant
make-up will look in rad
setting.
Such mirrors, beauty author
ities say, are mercilessly frank
about
blemishes and skin
conditions.

His
padl

WEBSTER'
AMERICAN H
by Charles
Robert McHei
Merriam Co.
$14.95.

Free
Storage

Drycleaning

Auto `population'
up 140 per day

some light
on subject

Revie
JOHN Pll
Copley N,

Did you knc
American 'no
smallpox wa
way back in 17
Boylston of I
Many of us wl
an inoculation
thought we we
pigs" in a fai
procedure.
This recor
Boylston's ear
feat is just on
facts container
one volume,
to American ti

Insured!
Mothproofed!
No boxing!

July 6, July 7,

Pay only regular
cleaning price&

2 GARMENTS

Match suits or two-piece dresses count as one.

Mini-bike law
applies in park
FRANKFORT UP!): The
state Attorney General's office said in an opinion today that a section of a public park set aside for minibikes would still require
the operator to have a driver's license.
The opinion given attorney Richard Roberts of Paducah said that the special
section of the park would
still fall within the classification of a highway and
would require an operator's
license.

`i It include
recording the
hrom 1492 to 19'
Civil WI
urces, far
'songs and booi
It contains 1,0C
Important ArIll
a mini-atlas,
maps, charts, I
and other gar
cl The first
chronology
disco very of
Christopher C(
and includes
written by Ca
voyage. On eac
or speech by on
poncerned v
tee. orded in t
There is even a
the speech a
Iowa, on Nov. 1
Vice Presider%

week long

Shirt
Special
Laundered to Perfectio
Suede or Formals Not Incuded
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, and Fur Trim, Formal, Maxi
and Pleated Garments Extra.

5,01,00

SHORT WEEK
SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( UPI)
—A bill allowing state employes
to work a four-day, 40-hour
week was passed Tuesday by
the California assembly.
Sponsor Mike Cullen said one
advantage of the measure,
which was sent to the Senate on
a 46-3 vote, would be reduction
in smog caused by workers
driving to their jobs.

on fingers with any
drycleanlng order.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm

•

••

• ••

•r

ethnic
of
In
terms
groups, 73.8 per cent of all
women having abortions in
New York City were white;
21.9 per cent non-white:
and 4.3 Puerto Rican. But
of city residents having
abortions, 47.7 per cent
were white; 42.3 per cent
non-white, and 10 _per cent
Puerto Rican.

Roses First Means
Happy Camping!

DOUBLE MANTLE
LANTERN
It's one of a kind, Me giant It%
ventilator that "effects • wide
circle of light; out, arbupd and
under it's own base and serves as
a shield against up-glare. Fut.,
capacity? pints. 13-31inch height.

$1597
The Stove that lights
Quick and Stays lit.
DELUXE 2 BURNER
The hvo burner deluxe folds compact for
tiny carry and storage. Adjustable wings
Serve as wind breakers, inside and outside
circle name for less fuel use. Baited
Illnernel finish. Fuel capacity 3
/
1
2 pints.

Administrator Gordon
Chase also noted that while
there have been 15 abortion-related deaths since
the law went into effect, no
deaths have occurred in the
past four months.

Purchase District
Holstein Sbew Set
The Purchase District
Holstein Show will be had at
the .Purchase Memorial
Fairgrounds, Mayfield,
Kentucky, at 10 a.m. on July 6,
1971.
Registered Holstein Breeders
throughout the Purchase area
will participate in the show.
Trophies which have been
donated by area businesses will
be awarded to the winners. This
year there will be 25 classes in
the show.
This annual Holstein show Is
under the direction of the
Purehaee Holstein Cattle Club
which is composed of registered
Holstein breeders in the
Purchase area. These breeders
are interested in promoting
Holstein dairy ca31e through
selective breeding, competitive
*owing of animals, Production
records Mid sales.
Officers of the Purchase
Holstein Cattle Club for 1971
we President, W. D. McCuiston,
Murray: Vice-President, Charles
B . Stark, Murray,
Secretary-Treasurer, Charles F
Bennett, Fulton.
The publk and especially
persons interested in promoting
the Holstein cattle business in
the area are cordially invited to
attend.
FRENCH BLAST
PAPEETE, Tahiti
UPI
France plans to set off a
nuclear blast in the South
Pacific Saturday
Ships have been warned to
stay clear of the test zone near
little Mururoa atoll, SOO miles
southeast of Tahiti. The warning says "nuclear experiments
will take place "

urrarCalloway Co.Fair
July 12-17

LAUDS TURK
the Turkish
pies for op
while Turke

Murray-Calloway County JayCee Fairgrounds
(3 Miles From Murray on Mayfield Highway)
4
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YOU'LL LIKE THE 1971 FAIR
There's Something for Every Member of the Family .. .

Beauty Contest - Battle of the Bands - Horse Show
- Motorcycle Races - Free Shows - Farm Bureau, FFA,

RO!
MA

4-H and Kiddies Day

5oc_.

Bring The Entire Family!!
4,

r,
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Historical guide
packed with facts

, author
iy frank
'lid akin

WEBSTER'S GUIDE TO
AMERICAN HISTORY; edited
by Charles Van Doren and
Robert McHenry; G. and C.
Merriam Co.; 1,428 pages;
$14.95.
Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
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NUDE END

BOOK REVIEW
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Did you know that the first
American inoculation against
smallpox was administered
way back in 1721 by Dr. Zabdiel
Boylston of Massachusetts?
Many of us who received such
an inoculation in the early 1920s
thought we were truly "guinea
pigs" in a fairly new medical
procedure.
f This
recording of Dr.
i?saylston's early 18th Century
feat is just one of millions of
facts contained in this four-ine volume, "Webster's Guide
American History."
It includes chronology
recording the nation's history
frorn 1492 to 1970. It is a text on
Civil War, on natural
ces, famous American
+songs and books year by year.
It contains 1,000 biographies of
Important Americans and it is
a mini-atlas, replete with
ps, charts, historical photos
aid other graphics.
1 The first entry in the
chronology
records
the
discovery of America by
Christopher Columbus in 1492
and includes a long letter
written by Columbus on the
voyage. On each page is a letter
or speech by one of the persons
Econcerned with the era
, 'recorded in the chronology.
There is even a condensation of
the speech at Des Moines,
Iowa, on Nov. 13, 1969, in which
Vice President Spiro Agnew

1

took the press to task for what
he called nonobjectivity.
There is a 1654 notation that
the first Jews had arrived in
New Amsterdam (New York)
and
that
seven
were
stockholders of the Dutch West
India Co. The entry capsulizes
civil rights problems they
encountered at that time.
The last item in the
chronology, Dec. 17, 1969, notes
that Yale and several other
previously all-male colleges
were
admitting
women
students. And, that the nation's
population had climbed to
204,334,344.
Maps start with the work of a
church scholar in Basel,
Switzerland, sometime between 1431 and 1449. This map
includes the first reference to
North America and is crude
indeed compared to the others
produced up to this day.
There is almanac-type information on elections, Cabinet
members, drama awards,
popular songs and books. The
biographies start with Francis
Ellingwood Abbott, Boston
religious leader, and end
(alphabetically) with Vladimir
Kosma Zworykin, Soviet
engineer and inventor.
In all there are 126 maps and
a 75-page index with 11,000
entries. The most fascinating
reading, however, is in the
almost day-by-day history of
America, illuminated by notes
on many personal and national
characteristics of the time —
including,
during
the
chronology of World War I, the
words of the soldier's 1918 song,
"Mademoiselle from Armentiers," otherwise known
under the copyrighted title of
"Hinky Dinky Parlay-Voo."

NIXON TRIP
WASHINGTON (UPI) —PresSAN FRANCISCO (UPI)— ident and Mrs. Nixon plan to
The last burlesque house in San fly to California Tuesday for a
Western
Francisco, which switched to two-week stay at the
Clemente.
San
in
House
White
live and filmed sex acts a few
months ago, is going back to The President is schednked to
the old bump and grind.
conduct a series of meetingsofl
Manager Raymond (Tiny) the economy and on budget
Becker, 47, of the New Follies planning during his visit.
Theater, said the vice squad Treasury Secretary John B.
was making life too difficult. Connally was invited to San
"They busted us 11 times in Chnente to participate in the
two months," he said in meetings.
announcing the return of
Daniel Webster was twieiih
standard strip-tease.
U. S. Secretary of State.

The Colonials
THE SEASON
OF 1-tOT PAY
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1 TO 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

Price Good Mon, Tue, Wed - July 5, 6, &
`4103-7

-

-

"40

Lucky Buggy
Drawing
1 2 Hour
Every /

411110
FRISBEE
LAUDS TURKEY—President Nixon hails action taken by
the Turkish government to eradicate growing of poppies for opium as "statesmanlike and courageous,"
while Turkey's Ambassador Melih Esenbel looks on in
the White House Press Center.

Regular 84'

IN/
COPPERTONE

SUNTAN
LOTION

HOOLA
COUPE

Reg. 5 1.79

BABY WALKER

10% Off Purchase if number
corresponding with number on your buggy or
basket
MONDAY, JULY 5th ONLY!

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

te.4taSj
of."

•um 5, urgF.Arr.Is

Compare at
9.92

$792

97;

AIR
MATTRESS
Regular '1.00

58

Phone
753-5781

57(c

BARBECUE SET
4\

Pre-Fall
Inventory
Sale

Compare at 14.99 $227

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.

VALUES TO 12.99

DOUBLE
f the Pr" of 1
ROSES 2"

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
to
2.00
1.00
50c
Many Other Items at
Comparative Prices!

CHILDRENS — LADIES — MENS

THRIFTY

HIBACHI
Reg. '12.99

OIL

$999

5 Qts.
$

PkObt

1 00
(Limit: 6)
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THE

for the neutralizing process, an
experiment which is being tried
for the first time in Kentucky.
The project is scheduled to
continue for two years.
Shropshire said the project, if
successful, could control erosion
and siltation of streams during
A $460,000 grant has been an- rainfall as a result of contour
nounced by Governor Nunn for a plowing which is necessary for
The state of Kentucky has cut
Western Kentucky pilot project irrigation control.
purchases of new automobiles
that seeks to treat acid water
this year to less than half the
from strip-mine sties and use it to
number bought last year, and has
irrigate vegetation on reclaimed ASTRO SYMPATHY
SPACE CENTER, Houston added an auto mechanic to the
land.
One project will be on the (UPI —Chief Astronaut Donald payroll as a result of higher newPeabody Coal Co.'s Vogue Mine K. "Deke" Slayton sent a car prices.
about 11 miles southeast of message of sympathy Wednes- At the insistence of Finance
Madisonville. The other will be day to Soviet officials over the Commissioner Albert Christen,
located at the Colonial Mine of deaths of the three Russian ;tate agencies must make their
present vehicles stay in service
the Pittsburg and Midway Coal cosmonauts.
Co., about seven miles west of "It is with great sadness we longer or they sometimes are
received the news of the tragic given repaired older models
Madisonville.
Governor Nunn said the project mding of Soyuz 11 the message when their auto requisitions are
with processed.
share
hopes to show how treated mine said. "We
water could be used to "irrigate the world community a deep The new mechanic, Kenny
new vegetative survival and to sorrow for the loss ... and we Wheatley, was hired to put older
eliminate pollution of surface mourn with all Russian people cars turned in by state agencies
the deaths of three of their back into roadworthy condition,
water courses.
and to routinely check all new
"If we are successful, this brave countrymen.
project will give us an important "Please accept and convey to cars delivered to the state.
new source of water for members of the cosmonauts' Since early April, Wheatley has
reclamation efforts," he said. families, to their associates in renovated and repaired 21
"One main problem in starting the Soviet space program and vehicles and put them back into
vegetation on reclaimed lands to the Russian people ,our service. He has also found
/
deficiences in new cars,including
has been the lack of proper profound condolences."
defective power steering, brakes
Irrigation. This is something that
A bottle brush is a handy and lights. Vehicles with such
has not been tried before and
could be of tremendous im- tool in cleaning wrought-iron faults are being returned to the
portance to the future of the furniture. Wrap a dusting cloth dealer for repairs.
around the brush and slide
Christen's attitude toward new.
surface-mine industry."
The governor said he hopes the through hard-to-reach or dec- car purchases stems from the
project will demonstrate to the orative areas where dust and decision of car manufacturers
coal operators "that the state's grime collect—chair and table last year to discontinue fleet
Water quality standards can be legs, sconces, magazine racks. subsidies allowed governmental
For a more thorough cleaning agences,taxi companies and carMet at the same time we are periodically
wring a cloth of
demands
of
agencies.
meeting the energy
soap or detergent suds and use rental
The cancellation of the
the nation."
it in place of the dusting cloth.
Natural Resources Com- Then wash the brush thor- discounts caused a $600 to $700
across-the-board increase in the
missioner James S. Shropshire oughly.
prices bid by retail dealers for
said portable units will be used
the state's new car business.
State Purchasing Director N.
B. McCubbin said the state has
purchased only 197 new
passenger vehicles this fiscal
year compared with 468 last year.
The average price of the 1971
model cars purchased is $3180,
compared with an average price
of $2200 for the 1970 models
bought.

Pilot Project
For Treatment
Of Water Funded

Approval of a $28,000 grant to
help study the feasibility of
establishing a part and related'
industrial park on the Mississippi
River to stimulate growth in
Fulton County, Kentucky, was
announced this week by Robert
A. Podesta, Assistant Secretary
of Commerce For Economic
Development.
The Hickman-Fulton County
River Port Authority is the applicant for the funds from the
Economic Development Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce.
The study will consider
potential sites along the river,
development costs,access and an
analysis of the area's economic
and physical resources.
Lithe first phase finds the port
facility is feasible, a master plan
for the development will be
prepared for the site selected.
The study will be coordinated
with the U. S. Army Corps of
MASKED GUNMEN—Hooded guerrillas of Argentina's
Engineers, and it will consider
"People's Revolutionary Army" announce in Buenos
possible effects on the enAires the stepping-up of "armed action" in retaliation
vironment
of
industrial
for stringent anti-guerrilla measures adopted by the
development at Hickman.
government. Newsmen and photographers were virtualThe applicant will provide
ly kidnaped to ensure secrecy of the conference.
$9,340 to complete the $37,340
total cost of the study.
Podesta said, "EDA will
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ONE OF 6 MILLION—Premier Todor Zhivkov, voting in Sofia, is one of 8
million Bulgarians casting
ballots for a new 400-member Parliament and 54,106
council seats for district,
municipal, town and village governments "to build
up a new, advanced Communist society."
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SEEMS LIKE HE'S TRYING
TO MAKE UP

YOU HAD AN
ARGUMENT
WITH
SLUGGO,
DIDN'T
you?

Retain color
Red cabbage will retain
Its red color during cooking
if vinegar or lemon juice is
added to the water.

GOS
All Coupons Good Thru July 31st

The [Avis Maintains, the
only major chain in the state of
Texas, were named for Jefferson Davis, then U. S. Secretary
of War.

LONG COATS
Men's or Ladies'

THANK YOU! That is what these money saving coupons are
meant to say. We appreciate your business ... And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality Sanitone Dry
Cipaning and fine service remain the same ... Nothing
changed but the price!

BOONE'
. No limit on what you
bring on each coupon
. The more valuable
coupons you use the
more you save
. Take the coupons to
any 5 convenient Boone
Cleaner locations.

r•""..

Regularny

On

On
Your Dry Cleaning
During Boone Cleaners
Appreciation Sale

MEN'S SUITS

All Coupons Good
thru July 31st At All
Boone's Cleaners Stores
FREE MOTHPROOFING
ON REQUEST

SLACKS
Men's or Ladies'

55c

Bring any number. You must present uur
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Lamm Good Thru July 31, 1971

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

BOONE S

NECKTIES
4

Reg. *1.60 vi
v
)
Each

For $129
Reg. '1.60 Value

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Bootie's Cleaners.
Cali in Good Thru July 31, 1971

-

SWEATERS

SHIRTS LAUNDERED
4For 99c

Each
C C.
With Coupon Jill.
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Goal ihru July 31, 1971

0-NE'

11
,
10/ 1414'

BLANKETS
99c

LADIES' SUITS
& PLAIN

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
•

LAUNDRY litt CLEANERS

DRESSES

$109

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon When you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

BOONE'S

CHI

Kenr

sl

Price
Order

SAVE!

CLIP
THESE
INFLATION
FIGHTER
COUPONS

(Luso Fur, Saw& or Leather I
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Cou.In Good Thru Jul 31 1971

DRAPERIES
Off
20%

"The Cleaner Interested In You"
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Chimney Rock, which rises
abruptly to a height of 500
feet out of the lowlands near
Bayard, Neb., is said by geoloelsto to be the result of 2
million years of erosion.

Although at a

4

1
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,
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Wall
Cha

1.11 Abner

Mechanic
Combats
Price Rise

EDA Approves Funds
For Port Study In
Fulton County, Ky.
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Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1471

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners.
5 Convenient Locations

, 1971

PAGE NINE
slow" rate, the business recove-ry is unfolding, Spear and Staff,
Inc. says. The firm believes
market gains over the rear
term will be more "measured
and selective" and recommends
'accumulation of stocks on a
NEW YORK (UPI)-The 8 deliberate basis.''
per cent rollback on the DowJones Industrial average from
its 958 peak in April constitutes "The list is now extremely EUGENE, ORE.-"Some
a "normal correction in a bull oversold and the normally countries have had to resort to
market," the Alexander Hamil- favorable summer months lie grain diets, but we'll continue to
ton Institute believes. The ahead," according to TPO Inc eat meat and drink milk in the
Institute expects a summer The company says odd lol United States-a major reason is
rally to send the market statistics remain "bullish" and our forage potential," Warren C.
possible over the 1000 mark on that most stocks are at major Thompson, Extension forage
support levels. "Thus, the specialist with the University of
the Dow.
balance of factors appear to Kentucky College of Agriculture,
weigh heavily in favor of the told the "Grasslands '71"
Although at a "tedious and bulls," TPO says.
audience here recently.

Wall Street
Chatter

ME
IIN6..

Forage
Potential
Discussed

4

Kenneth Hoover

GOSPEL MEETING
COLDWATER
CHURCH of CHRIST
Kenneth Hoover, Speaker
July 5th thru 11th

Service: 2:30 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
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Former MSU
Student Now
At Temple

Thompson, who is presedent of
the American Forage and
Grasslands Council,served as cochairman of "Grasslands '71"
along with Oregon State field
crops specialists. Attending this
event-the fourth national
grasslands field days-were
growers, tradesmen, and others
who work in the forage field
throughout the country.
Describing the forage potential
in his talk to the field days
audience, Thompson pointed out
"SOB, I'M SO HAPPY"-Frank DeVito of Sayreville,
that this country now has 800
N.J., is overcome with emotion after winning the E
million acres of land-almost 4
million New Jersey lottery.
acres per person-either in grass
or "open",too rough to cultivate.
sponsored by
"In Kentucky, we have 7 acres The event was
University and the
that can't be plowee for every Oregon State
Producers
Seed
acre that can be plowed, and we Western
Association.
now have 9/
1
2 million acres in
forage crops," he said. "Our Plans were also finalized
for the
concern is to double Kentucky's during the field days
Forage
Research-Industry
present forage production by the
end of the '70's. This isn't just a Conference, which will be held in
dream-it can be done with Louisville, Kentucky, Jan. 18-19,
present technology, and it would 1972. This conference is conmean ;350 million in income to sidered the "clearing-house" for
forage recommendations
the state."
Thompson called "Grasslands nationwide.
'71" a showcase to expose the
public to the enormity of forages.
BLIGHT
"Forage is big business in the MORE
WASHINGTON (UPI i-The
United States," he emphasized.
government reports that corn
"Nationally,income from forage,
been found in two
as meat and milk, is equal to the blight has
and
more
states-Minnesota
combined income from soybeans,
Dakota-bringing the
South
cotton, tobacco, rive, and
number of areas afflicted to 422
wheat."
counties in 26 states.
Those attending the field days
saw harvesting, processing and The Agriculture Department D. A. ARRESTED -District
irrigation demonstrations under added in its weekly report, Attorney J i m Garrison
normal growing conditions; had
however, that the "overall talks to newsmen in New
an opportunity to take part in a
infection level is still low, often Orleans after his arrest by
workshop on home lawns; and occurring in only a few fields federal agents on bribery
viewed various kinds of forages. within a county."
charges related to pinball
machine operations.

Dr. Jacquelyn Boswell, of the
music faculty of Wichita State
University and formerly with the
Wichita public schools, has been
appointed associate professor of
music education in Temple
University's College of Musi, Dr.
David L. Stone, dean of the
College, has announced.
Dr. Boswell's appointment is
effective with the start of the 1971
fall semester.

SEAL VISIT
HIDDEN VALUE
Since most homes are supported and held together by
structural frameworks of lumber, safety depends to a large
extent on the ability of framing
lumber to hold nails and other
fastenings.
Nail holding power is one of the
chief attributes of Southern Pine
and a prime reason for its extensive use as residential
framing. The quality is further
enhanced by a process of drying
and pre-shrinking which is
mandatory under Southern Pine
grading standards. Nails will not
loosen in pre-shrunk lumber as
they do when unseasoned
framing dries in service.

WASHINGTON (UP!)-Corn_
merce Secretary Maurice H.
Stans plans to travel to Alaska
next week to inspect the
controversial seal hunt on
Pribiloff Island.
Stans said he believed the
current method of killing the
seals is the most humane "but
I want to see for myself and
have the counsel of some of the
country's top veterinary medical experts." He will meet with
a task force of six veterinarians
who have been studying the
annual hunt.
they introduced have worked.
their way into the mainstream'
of the clothes parade?

11W041M1.04Mie...............

A native of Paducah, Dr.
Boswell received a Bachelor of
Music Education degree from
Murray State University in 1955,
a Masters of Music Education
Jegree from Louisiana State
University in 1960, and a Doctor
of Education degree from the
University of Illinois in 1969. She
also studied at the Ecoles d'Art
Americaines in Fontainebleau,
France.
She taught elementary and
secondary school music in the
Wichita public schools from 1955
to 1964, and since 1966 has been on
the faculty of Wichita State
University teaching graduate
and undergraduate courses in
music education. She was also a
consultant to a special computerized teaching program
under
the
undertaken
cooperative sponsorship of the U.
S. Department of Health
Education and Welfare and the
Wichita public schools.
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Dr. Boswell has served as
curriculum consultant and
workshop clinocian for the
Contemporary Music Project
sponsored
by the Ford Foundation and the Music Educators
National Conference, and was a
consultant to the Manhattanville
Music Curriculum Project.

40%:

Sale Starts
Tues., July 6

!

She haalione research in the
area of teaching strategies and
materials in electronic music,
directed instrumental workshops
and was adjudicator, for the
Kansas High School Music
Festivals.

Enix
Interiors

10th & Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1474
"........0......04=0.04111•0.04=1.,04111111.01=11,04M1..041.19.041Mo1
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Announces Their Third Anniversary
Beginning Tuesday, July 6th

Rob Ray and Buddy Buckingham have built a reputation in three short years for offering
the finest men's clothes available. Beginning Tuesday, July 6th, you will be able to buy
them at greatly reduced Prices.

SUITS

SPORT COATS

reg. $50.00 to $80.00 now $5.00 to $40.00
reg. $80.00 now $45.00
reg. $85.00.to $90.00 now $52.50 to $55.00

reg. $45.00 to $60.00 now $10.00 to $20.00
reg. $50.00 now $30.00
reg. $45.00 to $85.00 now $35.00 to $45.00

reg. $90.00 to $120.00 now $55.00 to $65.00
reg $125.00 now $75.00

Fancy Flairs - 40% Off
Solid Linen - 40% Off
Dress Slacks - /
1
2 Price
One Group Wash/Wear - Y2 Price
One Group Casual - $3.00

KNIT SHIRTS

TIES

reg. $8.00 to $8.50 now $6.50

$4.00 $5.00 $6.00 now $2.50

Large Group of 41
/
2" Wide - - - $2.50

$7.00 $8.00 $9.00

Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30

S',flt.'

now $5.00

$10.00 $11.00 $12.00 now $7.50
$13.00 $14.00 $15.00 now $9.00

reg. $12.50 now $9.50

•

SLACKS

DRESS SHIRTS
reg. $9.50 to $10.00 now $8.00

Dixielind-Cerifer

I
j

SHOES
Large Group Shoes 40% to 50% Off
Murray, Kentucky

PLENTY FREE PARKING

,
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Gibson Wins First
Standings
Game For Cardinals
Since May 14 Friday

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

Mrs. Ethel Ward's
Rites Are Today

Carpenters' Striker
Continues In Area

The funeral for Mrs. Mel
Thornton Ward of 707 Poplar
By United Press International
Street, Murray, will be held today
American League
No new developments were
at three p.m. at the chapel of the
ten, and that no plans have
East
reported Friday in the strike
Home
Churchill
Funeral
J.
H.
been announced for a meeting
BY
W. L. Pct. GB
between the two groups.
Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating. against the Associated General
with
47 30 .610 ...
Baltimore
COLONEL I YLOR L. DAVIDSON
William L. Sims, business
Active pallbearers will be Dan Contractors by some 1,200 mem1
2
44 32 .579 2/
lead before the Cardinals Boston
By Joe Carnicelli
manager of the Four Rivers
Boaz,
John Lassiter, James bers of the Carpenters Four RivFRANKFORT,
Ky.,—A
record
of
work
absenteeism,
and
snort
.551
4
/
1
2
43
35
rallied for two runs in the Detroit
UPI Sports Writer
Council, said that he had not
Thurmond,Lynn Lassiter, James ers District Council.
36 42 .462 111
/
2 time ago "You and the Draft" moreover in recent months he
A spokesman for the AGC said
The St. Louis Cardinals fourth and broke the game open Cleveland
been contacted by the AGC.
Allen
Poole.
Swann,
and
an
reported:
"Often
individual or tud bragged to friends that he
36 43 .456 12
New York
not
finally
found
the
Thursday night, Sims indicated
perfect with three more in the fifth.
Honorary pallbearers will be that the contractors have
small
delegation
wW
come
to
our
not
be
would
"drafted."
29
47
382
171
/
2
Washington
Back-to-back homers by Matbeen contacted by the carpenremedy for Bob Gibson's losing
that the next move was up to
office to speak on behalf of a Ann was not positive whether Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Robert
West
streak. It's called the San ty Alou and Jose Cruz in the
the AGC.
Swann,
T.
Sledd,
Harry
Sledd,
registrant
who
is
about to be her husband's date of birth was
W. L. Pct. GB
fourth tied the game and St.
Members of the nine carpenFrancisco Giants.
Alfred
Lindsey,
Randy
Thornton,
drafted." On the other side of the ;jam 17 or 18, 1946. Under the new
Urns
50 27 .649
Gibson pitched a four-hitter Louis went ahead an inning later Oakland
ters union locals represented by
Jessie Wells Lassiter, E. B.
Uciatiaued
from
Page
I)
have
had
we
people
coin,
of
selecting
method
men
for
the
doubled
speak
39
35
.527 9/
1
2
Kansas City
Friday night to win his first when Jerry McNertney
Howton, Solon Darnell, Sylvan wals by the end of 1971 "is one the Four Rivers District Council
38 40 .487 121
/
2 against a young man who is in a draft the date of birth is most
game since May 14 as the and Adl Maxvill singled him Minnesota
Darnell, Dr. Hugh Oakley, Freed of the many problems" he continued to picket the AGC
important.
36 46 .439 16/
California
1
2 deferred class.
Cardinals beat the Giants 7-2. It home.
Cotham,
James Dale Clopton, probably would discuss with building in Paducah and the
32 42 .432 16/
1
2 Those protesting may be most Before the four left our office
Elsewhere in the National Chicago
sites affected by the strike.
was the ninth consecutive
Bob Melugin, Kissinger.
Joe
Lassiter,
sincere
or
they
checked
may
have
our
an
"ax
central indices
we
32 43 .427 17
The carpenters' contract with
victory far Gibson over the League, Los Angeles ripped San Milwaukee
Hillman
Coles,
W.
T.
Downs,
Ray
Madame Nguyen Thi Binh, the AGC expired May 31, and
to grind" or be a rumor monger. for Steve's local board number.
Friday's Results
Diego 9-2, Pittsburgh beat
Giants.
Brownfield,
and
Hunter
Love.
the Viet Cong foreign minister,
Quite frankly, they will only He could not be identified as a
Council broke
"It seems longer than that Chicato 5-1, Atlanta edged New New York 6 Boston 0
Burial will be in the Murray offered the allies a seven-point the Four Rivers
present one side of the story. The registrant of a local board in
since I won," said Gibson, who York 3-2, Houston shaded Washington 6 Cleveland 3
the AGC
with
negotiations
off
arrangements
Cemetery
with
the
blueprint for ending the war
other side may contain important Kentucky. His wife suggested
is now 5-7. "It just feels good to Cincinnati 3-2 and Philadelphia Detroit 3 Baltimore 1
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral during the Vietnam peace talks Wednesday after they had been
Information
that
will
might
have
be
a
a
registrant
he
that
of
0
5
Minnesota
Milwaukee
after
8-4
Montreal
win. I pitched well in my last downed
early May.
bearing on the individual's Pennsylvania as he had worked Home where friends may call. in Paris. She promised that in progress since
two starts but just didn't win." losing the doubleheader opener Chicago 2 Kansas City 1
Pickets went up for the first
at
Wednesday
Ward
died
Mrs.
American
prisoners of war
classification.
there as a heavy equipment
California 1 Oakland 0
Gibson can't explain his hold 4-2.
time early Thursday.
Recently a wife, Ann, her operator before coming to 10:55 p.m. at the Murray- would start being released the
In American League action,
over the Giants. "Maybe it's a The strike halted all construcHospital.
Calloway
She
is
County
day
the
United
mother,
and
States
Kentucky.
two
neighbors
began
came
psychological thing with them," New York shut out Boston 6-0, Today's Probable Piteben
tion projects in Western KenWard
son,
Joe
survived
M.
by
one
withdrawing
give
all its troops from
evidence that We told the delegation that we
he said. "Maybe they try too Detroit stopped Baltimore 3-1, Minnesota ( Corbin $4) at to our office to
tucky, Northwestern Tennessee
Steven (Steve) should no longer would check with the State and his wife, Paula, and two Vietnam under a mutually and a portion of Southeast Mishard against me." The Giants Washington defeated Cleveland Milwaukee ( Lopez 1-2).
Marshall
grandchildren,
and
Dan
agreeable timetable.
of
Pennsylvania
souri.
last beat Gibson on Sept. 17, 6-3, Chicago nipped Kansas City Baltimore (Dobson 7-4) at be deferred. Endeavoring to Director
make out a case against Steve the regarding Steve's registration in Ward, all of Charleston, S. C.; "Even though at first con2-1, Milwaukee stunned Minne- Detroit (Cain 5-2).
1968.
The contract dispute concerns
Thornton
brother,
Henry
D.
one
San Francisco got off to a 2-0 sota 5-0 and California edged Washington (Brown 1-1) at four alleged he would not support that state. In response to our of Casa Grande, Arizona; two sideration of their new propo- money and working conditions,
sals we see no change in the according to both groups, but
Ann and their 15 month old inquiry, we were informed he
Oakland 1-0.
Cleveland (Hand 1-4).
nieces and numerous cousins.
principle, we are studying them spokesmen did not agree on how
Billy Buckner drove in five Oakland (Dobson 5-0) at daughter. They said he had a was a registrant of Allegheny
carefully and will give them much money was involved.
County. We then sent the inruns with a homer and three California (Wright 7-7), night.
(the Communists) an official
formation obtained from Ann,
A Four Rivers Council spokessingles to help the Dodgers beat Chicago (John 5-9) at Kansas
answer at the Paris negotiating man Thursday said that an AGC
her mother and two neighbors to
San Diego and give rookie Qty (Splittorff 3-1), night.
table," Thieu told newsmen claim that carpenters had rePennsylvania for whatever acright-hander Doyle Alexander New York (Peterson 6-7) at
during a school ceremony in the quested hourly pay increases of
tion they considered appropriate.
his first major league victory. Boston (Tient 0-1), night.
Chinese Cholon quarter of up to 89 cents for one year was
In due time we received a
The victory, combined with
Saigon.
in error.
courtesy report from PennSunday's Games
the Giants' loss, moved Los
The president did not say
An AGC spokesman earlier
sylvania. The crux of the report
Angeles to within 5/
1
2 games of Chicago at Kansas City
when Saigon would present its said the Wage and Stabilization
was that Steve was born on Jan.
The Murray American Legion San Francisco in the battle for Baltimore at Detroit
official answer. The
next Board recommended a six per
17, 1946. His random selection
Washington at Coeveland
baseball team came out on top on first place in the NL: West.
session
of
the
Paris
talks
is cent ceiling on increases or
number
(RSN)
New
from
York
the
at
Boston
Willie
Crawford
also homered
Six persons have died in
an exciting game last night when
By United Press International
December 1969 lottery was 235. A Kentucky in traffic accidents scheduled for Thursday.
they edged Union City 74, on for the Dodgers to support the Oakland at California, twilight
about 35 cents an hour over the
Flash flooding has claimed at registrant
1,245 Reds Killed
classified III-A with an around the state as motorists
20-year-old Alexander, who was Minnesota at Milwaukee, twi- least one life in El Paso,
present rate of 16.60, to fight
three ninth inning runs.
Tex.,
Ky's office issued a state- Inflation.
unreached RSN in his local board took to the roads to kick off the
, The game was tied ati4-1 after making his second major light
where water rose to waist-level in the
ment several hours after
1970 prime age group could long holiday weekend.
two innings of play but Linton City league start.
Union locals involved include
National League
after the onslaught of one of voluntarily
drop his deferment if Two of the deaths occurred Thieu's remarks in which the Cairo, Ill., Metropolis, Ill., GolBob Robertson and Gene
broke it open in the top of the
East
several scattered thunder- he was
in Class I-A on Dec. 31 of early today and four were vice president said he had conda, Ill., Paducah, Benton,
seventh inning with 4 runs after Alley homered to back the
W. L. Pct. GB storms that dotted the nation.
that year and could move into a reported Friday night after 6 "called several times for Madiscmville, Hopkinsville, Murscoring 1 in the sixth to give them seven-hit pitching of Bob Moose Pittsburgh
A heavy downpour Friday
51 29 .638 ...
lower selection group at the p.m. (EST) when the UPI Vietnamese to sit down toreth- ray and Fulton.
a 6-1 lead after 6/
1
2 innings of as the Pirates downed the New York
45 31 .592 4 sent a waist-high wave of water
beginning of 1971. Steve was in weekend count began. The count er to settle directly between. Major Western Kentucky projCubs.
Robertson
homered
with
Play.
Chicago
39 37 .513 10 gmthing through the streets of
themselves" all problems per- ects halted because of the strike
Class
III-A in December 1970 and ends at midnight Monday.
the
bases empty in the fourth St. Louis
Murray cut the margin down to
41 39 .513 10 El Paso and Juarez, Mexico,
his RSN was not reached in his The state traffic toll for the taining to Vietnam.
Include construction of the new
Alley followed Milt Philadelphia
6-4 with 3 runs in the bottom of the and
32 47 .405 181
/
2 flooding homes and businesses,
local board. Therefore he year now stands at 440 fatalities. "As far as setting up a troop Lourdes Hospital and the Westseventh and then Danny Osborn May's single with his home run Montreal
30 47 .390 19/
1
2 washing away slum shacks and
voluntarily dropped his defer- That compares with 481 traffic withdrawal schedule, ... I see ern Baptist Hospital addition
hit bases-loaded double in the to cap the three-run burst.
West
carrying away cars.
ment.
The victory left the firstbottom of the ninth to drive home
deaths recorded in the state no obstacles on the part of the here, the new Roy Stewart footW. L. Pct. GB
John W. Grantham, the
Republic of (South) Vietnam," ball stadium in Murray State
Although now in Class I-A, he is through this date last year.
place Pirates four games ahead San Francisco 51 30 .630 ... driver of one
the winning run.
of three ill-fated
Ky's
statement said.
presently
untouchable
University, the new library at
with
of
New
York
in
the
NL
East
The fatalities:
Osborn had three hits for the
45 35 .563 5/
Los Angeles
1
2 cars, drowned when the flood
respect to the military draft. Hopkinsville: Thomas Dale The US. air raids Friday and Benton, and the General llre
Murrayans while Rayburn got race.
Houston
waters washed his car into a
38 39 .494 11
because he is in a reduced McAfee, 18, of Cadiz, was killed this morning near the DMZ Plant addition at Mayfield.
two safetys. Murray had a toter Rookie Earl Williams hit his Atlanta
40 45 .471 13 drainage ditch. An occupant of
selection group.
of 9 hits. Traverse and Haskell Ilth homer of the season with one Cincinnati
early today when his out-of- were concentrated around Fire
37 45 .451 141
/
2 another car carried away by
we
have
reported
What
will
not
control auto ran off U. S. &I and Base Fuller, where government
each got two hits for Union City. out in the eighth inning to snap a San Diego
28 53 .346 23 the flood suffered a broken leg.
solve Ann's problem but at least crashed by the roadside. The forces are rebuilding fortificaUnion City had a total of 8 hits. tie game and lead Atlanta past
El
Paso
got more rain in 24, we know that Steve
Friday's Results
has not fooled accident occurred in Christian tions. The base atop Donn Ha
On Vacation
Murray plays Mayfield at the Mets. Williams connected Pittsburgh 5 Chicago 1
hours than it has in the last 11 anyone, least of
all the dedicated County, four miles west of Mountain, four miles south of
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 2 —
Holland Stadium here tonight and against Danny Frisella to help Montreal 4 Phila 2, 1st
months, chalking up a total of people
the zone, was overrun by Mayfield', two 'emit clothing
who serve on the draft Hopkinsville.
will entertain Benton here Ron Reed boost his record to 8-6. Phila 8 Montreal 4, 2nd
more than one and a half
Communist soldiers June 23-24 factories, the Merit Clothing Co.,
board without pay.
Bowling
Green:
Charles
Monday night. Both games start
Bob Watson singled home the Atlanta 3 New York 2
inches of rain in a 24-hour
and recaptured two days later. and the Curtee Clothing Co.,
Bryant
Etohannnon,
57,
died
at 7:30 p.m.
winning run in the eighth inning Houston 3 Cinnati 2
period compared with only 1.38
early today when his pickup U.S. 101st Airborne Division began a two-week vacation thisi
to provide Larry Dierker with St. Louis 7 San Francisco 2
inches in the last 11 months.
truck left Ky. 234 about four troops holding a defense line on afternoon.
his llth victory as the Astros Los Angeles 9 San Diego 2
Fair and pleasant weather
The two firms employ some
miles east of Bowling Green and the eastern edge of the jungled
beat Cincinnati. Jim Wynn
prevailed over most of the
-A Shau Valley lost one killed 2,500-3,000 employes who will
overturned.
The
victim
suffered
drove in Houston's first two
nation early today, driving
Today's Probable Pitchers
and three wounded in a battle return to work Monday, July 19.
a broken neck and
skull
runs and Watson drove home
Atlanta (Nash 5-5) at New away most of the thunderFriday, a U.S. spokesman said.
fracture,
police
said.
Roger Metzger, who beat out a York (Gentry 7-5).
storms that hopped randomly
Communist losses in the fight,
Springfield:
Two
persons
died
roller and was sacrificed to Pittsburgh (Johnson 4-5) at across most of the nation
Friday
night in a two-car 5 miles south of the imperial
second-with the winning run.
Friday.
Chicago (Pappas 7-8).
(Continued from Page 1
collision
in
Washington Coun- capital of Hue, were not known.
2
—
Ky.,
July
MAYFIELD,
Dave 1116Donald, a 28-year-old
air
Cool
held
sway over the
St. Louis (Carlton 11-4) at
The South Vietnamese com- Alabama, and a member of the
ty,one
and
one-half
Judge
miles
Wood
east
of
C.
Circuit
Tipton
rookie, drove in two runs with San Francisco (Marichal 10-5). eastern half of the nation,
mand announced today it had Kiwanis Club.
his first major league homer
Philadelphia (Lersch 4-7) at except for the Gulf Coast today sustained one motion filed Springfield on U. S. 150. The ended three big operations in
He has averaged 500 speaking
Farland
Robbins
on victims. were identified as
states, while
hot, muggy by Attorney
MONTRF.AL (U?1)—Intense and a sacrifice fly to back Dan Montreal (Morton 7-9), night.
the northern quarter of the engagements per year since 1956,
Graves
County
Libthe
of
behalf
Lavada
Mullis
Hamdlin,
26,
of
McGinn's
four-hit
pitching and
Cincinnati (Grimsley 4-3) at weather, accompanied by scatArt Wall Jr goes into today's
rary board of trustees while Louisville, and Jane Cooper country. A spokesman said including radio, gospel meetings,
tered thunderstorms, blanketed overruling another motion.
third round of the 1150.000 lead the Expos past Philadel- Houston (Forsch 4-1), night.
government forces killed 1,245 youth rallies, civic and social
Nalley of Springfield.
Los Angeles (Downing 9-4) at an area from Texas to South
Canadian Oven protectmg a phia in the first g2me of their
Communist troops and captured engagements.
Robbins' motion to dissolve
Marion:
Oliver
Ray
McClure,
doubleheader
San Diego (Roberts 64), night Carolina.
one-shot lead after what he
64 in their three months of The time of the services are
the temporary restraining order
Showers and thunderstorms obtained by the Graves Fiscal 90, of Dycusburg, was killed fighting. He said 83 South 2:30 p.m. and 7:45 each night.
described as a -realy gratifying Deron Johnson stroked three
Friday
night
when
his
car
hit
an
hits and Woody Fryman pitched
stretched from the Dakotas to Court recently forcing the libSunday's Games
round for a change Vietnamese were killed and 305 The public is cordially invited to
His
Nevada, producing rain through rary trustees to keep the library abutment on Ky. 139, in Crit- wounded.
five-wider par 6,7 in the seven innings of two-hit relief Philadelphia at Montreal
attend.
County.
The
mishap
tenden
octo
the northern Plains and the open was sustained by Judge
second round Friday gave him t° lift the Phila
victory in the Atlanta at New York
curred
about
11
miles
east
of
northern Rockies.
Pittsburgh at Chicago
a 137 and overhauled four tour Set-MI game.
Tipton, who ruled the restrainMarion.
Fair, cool weather was the ing order was dissolved.
Cincinnati at Houston
regulars who turned in 67s on
Hopkinsville: Brenda Barnett
Judge Tipton then overruled a
Los Angeles at San Francisco rule from the North and
aPerling day.
St. Louis at San Diego
Central Pacific Coast to the motion by Robbins who sought a Merrick, 72, of Dawson Springs,
Pin placeents were much
1205 Chestnut Street
Rockies while hot weather temporary injunction to enjoin died Friday night in a two-car
different Friday. They took the
County. The
collision
in
Christian
continued
over
the
Southwest.
line of trap and scores were
the fiscal court from enforcing
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 2 —
Thunderstorms continued in Its May 18 resolution dissolving accident occurred 6.3 miles north
buoyant. The cutMrs. Wayne Freeman, wife of
(Continued iron Page I)
New Mexico and southeastern the library district and requiring of Hopkinsville on Ky. 109.
off point was a relatively high
for your Drug, Prescription
First District Railroad Commis- the "all-American boy" was
149, five over par.
the library board to liquidate its
sioner Wayne Freeman, is list- depicted as clean cut, short hair, Arizona.
and Sundry Needs
Early morning temperatures affairs.
Arnold Palher made it by ed in satisfactory condition in
three shots and so did Gary Lourdes Hospital in Paducah clean shaven, shirt and tie. This ranged from 92 at Phoenix, In overruling this motion, Methodist Cflurch
Open
12:00
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
Player. But, Arnie was openly after being injured in a car- image was impressed in the Airz., to 41 at Bradford, Pa.
Judge Tipton said the Injunction
Sermon Is Listed
discouraged with his game. He truck collision near Barkley minds of our generation and to be
was not necessary because:
successful one presumably was
—The library board and public
is thinking of withdrawing from Dam Wednesday night.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
did not suffer irreparable injury. speak on the subject, "Love—
Mrs. Freeman sustained . col- to follow this pattern. '
the British Open at Royal
—There is an adequate remedy
Brookdale, starting Wednesday. larbone injuries and also a lacAffirmation of the Other", at the
at zlekm:
"It's the same old story," he eration on her arm when the car This is one reason the long hair
at law in the appeal the library 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services on
From
The
fad
is
offensive
to
the
buttermilk
she
was
driving
collided with a
said. "I just don't have any
board has taken.
Sunday, July 4, at the First
—The library board has the United Methodist Church.
confidence with my putting. truck near the west approach crowd
Dam
about
to
11
Barkley
p.m.
continue
to
operate
the
power
to
sense
in
certainly
no
There's
Holy Communion will be obCuriously enough the hard By
Wednesday.
library in full until the appeal
Malted Press International
going over there and shooting
served at both morning services
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman were working, serious minded, godecided.
MONTERREY, Mexico — is
Hwy. 641 So
41" for nine holes as he did fishing at Barkley Dam
when getting young man of today still
Robbins said he was well on Sunday.
going out Friday.
No evening service will be held
she had gone to a restaurant has short hair, is well groomed Stewardess Jeanette Eatman pleased with the outcome of toCreppa, quoting a hijacker who
Still in the thick of it was Lee near the west end of the dam to
on Sunday at the church.
and clean.
day's hearing.
held a gun on her:
Trevino, the bubbly U.S. Open get something to eat.
The Administrative Board
-The court's opinion," he
"Honey, I won't hurt you.
champ. His 68 Friday left him
Invites You TO
dinner
meeting will be held
"gives
the
board
the
prosaid,
Enough
of
hair.
I've killed a lot of men, but I'M tection to do what it wants
four strokes off Wall's 137 pace.
to Wednesday, July 7, at 6:30 p.m.
never kill a woman."
Wall, an unflappable man of 47 Ails To Discuss Drug
at the social hall.
do in operating the library."
The professor stepped up on the
who plays out of Homesdale,
A motion filed by County Atplatform and by way of breaking NEW
Served Each Sunday
YORK—Robert Daley; torney Ben Lookofsky to disPa., tied together seven birdies Abuse Program On TV
the ice, he remarked. "I've just deputy police
Conference
P1:30
Planned
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
against two bogeys in shooting
commissioner, miss the library board's appeal
hem asked to come up here and
discussing an underground pow- will be heard by Judge Tipton
for the title he won 11 years Willard Ails. pharmacist at me
12
.50
funny."
Including
something
say
Drink, Dessert & Tax
Calloway
County
Murray
er stfuggle believed to have on July 9.
At Jonathan Creek
ago in Toronto.
At this point, a student heckler been responsible
Meanwhile,
chairman
of
the
the
library
and
is
con.
Hospital
Nashville,
for the shootPRICE FOR CHILDREN
Lou Graham, of
in the back of the hall called out, ing of Joseph
tinuing to operate and offers full
The annual Pastors' &
Colombo Sr.
Tenn., one of the four 67 Calloway County Council on Drug
"You'll
tell
us
when
you
say
it,
Please
the entire family
"There are lives in danger services.
Laymen's C,onference will be
Bring them to the
shooters opening day, dropped Education will appear on WDXR
won't you?"
held at the
back to 71 and stands at 138, a television channel 29 (channel 10 The professor answered, "I'll here. We're trying to keep ELDER VS. RAMOS
Jonathan Creek restaurant where dining is a
pleasure Excellent
people from getting killed."
Another on cablevision ) Tuesday, July 6,
stroke behind Wall
NEW YORK (UPI)—A 10- Baptist Assembly starting
tell you—the others will know."
food
fine
service
homey
Monday,
atmospherel
July
5,
Make it a
and
shot back is Phil Rodgers of La at 11:00 a.m. on the morning talk
matchheavyweight
bout
continuing
-round
WASHINGTON—An aide to ing Jim Elder of Texas and through Wednesday, July 7.
Jolla, Calif., who was tied with show, "People, Places and PACKeJszi' SUMMER CAMP
Sunday habit
Host for the conference will be
Herb Hooper of Richmond., Things."
GREEN BAY, Wis. (UPI)— Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, Manuel Ramos of Mexico will
Ails will discuss the in- The Green Bay Packers will dicussing
his release
of precede the closed circuit the Missions Department. Free
Va . at 139.
At 140 was Rod Funseth. volvement-d-of the Calloway hold one Week of their =inner clAssified Pentagon reports:
showing of the Muhammad All meals and lodging will be Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Rodgers and Emmett' were both County Council on Drug camp at the University of "There doesn't seem to be —Jimmy Ellis fight in the provided for those who attend.
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc
working on 67s from Thursday. Education in the education of our Minnesota-Duluth, the alma any possibility of any action of Houston Astrodome on July 26, Persons may attend one or two
The fourth man, Rolf Deming, community about drugs and the meter of new head coach Dan censure. He's done nothing it was announced Friday by sessions and then return home if
Illegal or unethical,"
drug problem
they desire, a spokesman said
Devine.
fell bark with a 75 Friday.
Top Rank Inc.
.=-c2-=-0.c.:s="=-='•=coocPe
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17' THOMPSON
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mington 382-2299.

BLACK ANGUS
for service. Coul
Phone 496-9672.

350 HONDA ScrE
Corvair Monza. F
5696.

ADMIRAL TEL
with swivel s
sewing machine,
condition. Luggi
Sampsonite, g(
Window fan, G.
new. Phone 753-6f

Six Die In
Accidents
In Kentucky

Clothing Firms
Go

Art Wall
Holds lead
In Montreal

10x55 MONARC1
furnished, carpe
and air conditio
miles from earn
6569.

CELEBRATE

of Murray

Your Family Restaurant
SUNDAY BUFFET

THREE PIECE
modern bedroom
condition. Phone'

NEW HEAVY di
heavy duty ger
jumper and solid
cut up to four inci
peck-up, $325.00.
five foot pull tyi
and two row new
point cultivators.
Company,753-489

MAYTAG POI
will hook up to si
year old. Phone 7:

SLIM GYM ext.:
Phone 753-6495.

1

CARPETS: AC
pile, gold, one 1
9'x12' with de1
almost new. Phon

IF CARPETS locil
remove spots as U
Blue Lustre.
shampooer $1. Bis

METAL GLIDEF
$15.00.Phone 489-1

TRACTOR,
l'
Ferguson, model
spread wheels,
plows. 5' Bushhc
jumper, pick up e
blade. Phone 436-

AKC & FIELI
Registered Irish
Phone 753-3509 afti
July8NC
WEANING PIGS
435-4725.

USED MOWER 3
Stratton motor.(
Phone 753-6074.
YORKSHIRES; 1.
gilts, 14 bred gilts
of August first
Bred to Hampsl
/North of Mayfield
Vasteene Rives,le

REGISTERED S
pups, great w
reasonable prices
left. Melody-A:
Buchanan, Tennei
247-3345.
KENTUCKY W
beans. To place yc
753-2820.
MOBILE HOM
bedrooms, fully
492-8280 or 4924471
GET READY ft
cleaning your car
Lustre and rent a r
for a dollar. Weste
of'The Wishing W
YOUNG MARRIE
sell 12x44 mobile
1969, 2-bedroom
underpinned, air
like new inside an
decor, very ream
753-8844 after 6 001
PLAYER PIAN(
Good condition. 1
1367.
MUZZLE LOADEI

guns.Call 436-5847
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KENTUCKY

PSIACIAW-PAVATP AWANTADS
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FIREWORKS
10 DAY Closeout SALE

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

********************
MOVIE
•
* FREE
for owners of

ONE BEDROOM furnished, airconditioned. Female college
student or professor. 150.00 per
month. 900 North 18th St., phone
J3C
753-7266.

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Hallie Geneva Jackson, Dec'd
Geo. E. Overbey, Jr. No. 7
Murray, Ky-Inis C. Wadkins,
Route 1, Kirksey, Ky.

Men's wear

Anti-war kids like
military costumes

said. "Is it re 'Hey, look we're
MARRIED COUPLE only who
different'thing? I don't know.
By WALTER LOGAN
Zara E. Outland, Dec'd Mary
would like a nice quiet place to
think it has something to do
I
One
(UPI)
NEW
YORK
Martha Jones, Route 4 Murray,
live, you should see this 3 room
of the paradoxes of the 16-25 with economic status. I think'
Ky.
21 Years in Dover, Tennessee
furnished cottage, air conage group in the United States well-to-do kids want to look
their monditioned, electric heat, walking
R. B. Parker, Jr , Dec'd Citizens is that the anti-war and anti- poor, not to flaunt
10'55 MONARCH Mobile home, ALUMINUM TRAILER, ap- distance from
status. The kids go out
eyed
university,
of
lot
a
wear
military
groups
Fidelity Bank Si Trust Company,
furnished, carpeted, has washer proximately 18':19'. Ideal for available now. No Pets. Phone
military uniform items to their and spend $60 on a military
JULY 7
Louisville, Kentucky
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 campers, hunters, fishermen, or 753-1589.
protest demonstrations. Sol garment so they can look poor.
J3C
miles from campus. Phone 753- lake lots. Phone 492-8354. TFNC
'After Vietnam will they go
Walden saw a demonstration in
Jessie Houston Roane, Dec'd
TFC
Washington and said, "I back to the staples we used to
6549.
TRAILER FOR RENT. See
Hugh L. Houston, M.D. and thought I Was at Fort wear? Sweaters for the boys?
TO
17' THOMPSON BOAT, 75 H.P. LIKE NEW Fri4idaire "Custom Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer *
Hontas Houston, Murray, Ken- Benning."
Sweaters and bobby socks for
Evinrude motor. Phone Far- Deluxe" kitchen range-also like Court, Murray Drive In En-• SEE.tucky
They wear them on college the girls? I have to keep my eat
phone
No
p.m.
4:00
after
trance,
mington 382-2299.
J7C new pony saddle. Phone 753campuses as well, including to the ground about those sort
J3C
J5P calls please.
4091.
Maude Walker, Dec'd Anne Harvard, a one-time bastion of of things if I'm going to stay in
Featuring the
BLACK ANGUS bull, b enough
Brinkley, Route 2 Hazel, Ken- the Ivy League Look. Walden business. "But it 18 really a
for service. Could be registered. PENTA TREATED lumber. TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
tucky
visited there, too, lind said, "I fascinating thing. I had occa,j3j) Resistant to rot and termites. house, 1103 Sharp Street. Phone
Phone 498-8672.
saw a lot of those self- sion to visit a lot of collegea
J3P
Ideal for boat docks and any 436-2291.
William Joe Douglas, Dec'd congratulatory 'Gee, I made with my daughter who was
350 HONDA Scrambler and 1963 weather exposed uses. Murray
Bonnie Shelley Douglas 1501 Oak it!' kids wearing ankle length looking to enter one and we,
Lumber Co., Maple Street, NEW TWO bedroom duplex
olive drab army coats their walked around the campus. SoCorvair Monza.Phone 753Dr., Murray, Ky.
ITC apartment. Central heat and air,
Murray,Kentucky.
,j3c
5696.
All persons having claims fathers used to wear in World lid green - so much GI stuff it
had to be uniforms cast off by
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone * CHALLENGER OWNERS:
against said estates are notified War II."
•:-:
Walden, who is president of their fathers."
TFC
ADMIRAL TELEVISION, 21" NEW AND used tractor tires. 753-7850.
to
them
to
present
the
AdYour 1971 license receipt will admit you * ministrator or Executors verified the Fox-Knapp Manufacturing
Fox-Knapp is the
with swivel stand. Cabinet Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
producer of
sewing machine,(Sewrite), good service. Vinson Tractor Co. LARGE ROOMS with recreation
according to law, same to be Co., says he is delighted by the American
and one guest Present to cashier.
peacoats, chief petty officep
lit
condition. Luggage; 4 pieces, Phone 753-4892.
presented to said Administrator whole thing, though puzzled.
area. Country Estate. Phone 436has add more than one shirts and other military-styleSampsonite, good condition.
July29C *******************
2173.
r or Executors in due course of He
)
million
peacoats since the end clothing. The hottest item of
M.
W.
SAWDUST.
&
SLABS
like
large,
G.E.,
fan,
Window
law
of
World
War II and says he the moment is an Air Force_
Puryear,
Co.,
Lumber
Avery
J3P
new. Phone 7534668.
This 1 day of July, 1971.
hopes the current craze will blue bombardier jacket whiCh
TFC UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom "APPLICATIONS ARE being H & R USED Furniture Store will
Tenn.
Harris,
Clerk
Marvin
downstairs apartment. Gas heat. received for a Nurse Aide class be open six days a week from
zips, snaps, buckles and butlast.
THREE PIECE Walnut Danish
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
"I can't explain it," he tons and has a wolf fur hood.
8th and Vine $65.00 per month. starting in July. Please apply in 10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used
12:50
furnished
BEDROOM
TWO
modern bedroom suite. Excellent
J6C
The jacket fastens with a:
Phone 753-9293.
Nursing Office". Murray- furniture, glassware and ancondition. Phone 753-2257. J3NC trailer. Carpet, air-conditioned,
and button loops, hams,
ripper
nose
brown
and
yard.
in
Come
fenced
and
tiques.
under-pinned
Calloway County Hospital. J1OC
four flap pockets that snap'
J7C ROOM FOR man available
around. We have lots of good
Phone 753-7854.
shut and is lined in. interns-.
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
immediately. Furnished apartstuff. Phone 751-6676, home phone
tional safety orange which can
SALES 8r Ser- 753-4716.
Apartments,
heavy duty gear box, stump
ELECTROLUX
Zimmerman
ments.
J3C
SALE
AUTOS FOR
be seen forever, 88 they say in
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM.
South 16th Street. Phone 753the song. The zip up hocki
J6C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- CASH OR trade-in for your used
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot 1970 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER, 6609.
might require Close medical makes a "snorkel' which is
A5C
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and 13,800 miles. Phone 753-2280 after
mington,Kentucky.
piano. Leach's Music and T.V. in By DOROTHEA H. BROOKS
five foot pull type models. One 12:00 noon.
J7C LARGE THREE bedroom house;
NEW YORK (UPI) - In a supervision or emergency care. sort of a tunnel where you
the Dixieland Center. Phone 753Kellner says he wants to breath through the wolf fur
and two row new and used three
and
kitchen
room,
living
large
JIIC world that seems to many per- "free retirees from worry."
in- 7575.
He when it is 40 below. It comes
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor 1970 V28 CAMERO. Factory utility room; living room and one MOBILE HOME & boat
impersonal,
sons
increasingly
Low
1TC mags. Phone 753-4074 after 5:00 bedroom are carpeted. Air- surance. Broad coverage.
Company,753-4892.
in Florida, a com- does not, however, paint him- in nylon sateen for poor kids
is,
there
self a philanthropist. "We're trying to look rich and in
rates. Excellent claim service.
munity developed by a man
J8C conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J6C
p.m.
making money. We're in good cotton for rich kids trying to
See us before you buy. Galloway
NOTICE
MAYTAG PORTA-WASHER
who puts high value on the
Agency.
financial
shape," he said. The look poor.
Estate
Real
&
Insurance
I
than
Less
needs of the individual.
will hook up to sink.
If you do not receive your
1964 FORD RANCHERO pick-up, HOUSE AT 417 So. 10th, 4 rooms, Phone 753-5842.
entire operation is free of debt
Walden also makes that staJuly7C
J7C
for
recommunity
The
year old. Phone 753-7547.
children,
no
heat,
gas
and
bath
753call
p.m.
paper
six
by
6 cylinder, straight shift. Phone
"no mortgages. I hate to pay ple of Army life, the green or
Beverly
living
is
tirement
J6C
753-3266.
Call
now.
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
J6C available
753-1484.
interest money."
camouflaged fatigue jacket,
WE LIKE Children. Child Care
Hills, in the high, wooded,
SLIM GYM exerciser 44 price.
pro.
Kellner owns his own lum- worn with such accessories as
weeka.m.,
11:30
(8:00
Center
Ciof
area
somewhat remote
ITC
Phone 753-6495.
beryard, his own hardware sup- paratrooper jump boots, faded
1958 FORD pick-up with shell ROOM; WITH private entrance. days), State licensed Kintrus County, some 11 miles ply, his own
if
desired.
priviliges
cement plant. All frayed dungarees and garrison
Cooking
School
Sunday
$350.00.
condition.
dergarten,
Homosassa
of
northeast
CARPETS: ACRILON, plush camper. Good
his homes are built of his ma- belts to hold them up. Young
Walking distance of campus. clasaPs Phone 753-3162 for in- OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
J7P
753-7338.
Phone
Springs.
one
and
one
gold,
12'x15'
pile,
terials by his construction firm. women who wear the Mine
J7C formation or transportation. guaranteed or your money back.
Phone 753-1387.
The man is Sam Kellner,62, He also owns the sewer and thing often carry ammunition
9'212' with deluxe padding,
flPhone Shapemakers,753J7C
Church.
Baptist
Memorial
of
son
almost new. Phone 753-6495. ITC
V/ANTED TO BUT
2962.
July13G'born in Hicksville, N.Y.,
water utilities. It gives him, he pouches for handbag&
PLENTY TRAILER space;
an immigrant harness maker. says, "a big price edge. It eliBut the staples are the CPO
quiet living. Highway
beautiful,
school
high
a
barsize
full
necessity
used
BUY
TO
Of
WANT
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
minates the middle man."
jackets and the peacoats, with
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
first
his
made
Kellner
dropout,
Phone
gloves.
set
boxing
bell
and
remove spots as they appear with
The Beverly Hills homes broth boys and girls wearing
3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
million by age 40 as the largest range ifi price -from $10,490
1TP No.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric 753-7328.
them to the tune of more Ow
August2C
Murray,Kentucky.
the
in
auto tire retrcader
shampooer $1. Big K.
July3C
for a one bedroom, one bath a million each in the past 25
world, went on to build homes model with carport, to years.
FIVE OR SIX Barrel water tank.
NICE TWO bedroom house only
and shopping centers on his $21,990 for two-bedrooms,
"The peacoat is one gara
METAL GLIDER and 2 chairs, To haul drinking water. Call 753- two blocks from university on,
City Park Basketball Court July 12 thru July 16
native Long Island.
J3C
J6C 7525.
two-batl, air conditioned home ment that seems to show up in
$15.00.fhone 489-2361.
quiet street. 804 N. 17th Call or
A man who seems genuinely with Fhdd5
Room and en- Ike substantial suburbs," WalGame time: 7:00 p.m.
write Willie Darnell Jr., Route 4,
to appreciate his "luck and closed garage. 1 ha summer den said. "On one Saturday
Massey WANT TO BUY; logs and Martin, Tenn. 38237. Phone 5871964
TRACTOR,
very
Kellner's
good fortune,"
,c! ohahis first afternoon in a 'suburban shopk,,
Kellner expe
Team entries shall be in by July 10th, Saturday.
Ferguson, model 50, with power standing timber. Also have for 5245.
July3C
personal mark is all over the modua
available, fur- ping center at least 80 per cent
and
sawdust
lumber
sale
trip
12"
three
spread wheels,
of
community
-home
,900
limit
shall
be
member
7.
Team
HELP WANTED
nished, ;or nd 1. $12,000. He of the girls seemed to be wearplows. 5' Bushhog with stump 'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
4,000 persons, expected to will opernte his own factory.
ing them. They cost about $16
TFC
jumper, pick up disc and grader Co.Phone 753-4147.
Contact: Walter Bumphus, 762-4496
grow eventually to a populaKellner saya a couple can to 625 and mothers seem to
the
J6C
in
blade. Phone 436-2406.
38,000
tion of
live comfortably on $300 a have no objection to them as
Denny Potts, 753-8175
5,000-acre development of month (the minimum required long as they are warm and
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
17,000 homesites.
AKC de FIELD and trail
P.O. Box 428 - Murray, Ky. 42071
income) if their home is free look nice' and aren't wild like
EXPERIENCED
Kellner donated sites for
Registered Irish Setter pups. THREE BEDROOM farm home,
and dear - and he says 85 per all of those hippie things.
BODY
MAN
on
new
Kirksey
of
West
miles
244
just
has
and
several churches
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
"If the girls can't find them
of his buyers pay cash,
cent
off
the
gravel road, just
given the community a new
SERVICES OFFERED
in their own stores they go to
July8NC
SERVICES OFFERED
the
pay
Good
from
money
the
"usually
packusburg Road. Phone 489synagogue - "probably the onof their former home." He men's stores. It used to be only
July10C
5627.
A - Excellent working INTERIOR & EXTERIoR FURNITURE REFINISHING. ly one with no mortgage," he sale
,
WEANING PIGS for sale. Phone
estimates weekly food costs at the Army and Navy stores
painting, experienced. By Co - All work guaranteed. Free pick- jokes. He donated a fire engine
J3C
"perhaps $25, 'with another which sold them. Now it's all
435-4725.
conditions
tract or hour. Phone 489up and delivery. Free estimate. and the community organized $10 to operate a car and $2 for the department stores - Sears
MODERNIZED OLDER house
J10P Antique or natural finish. Jerry a volunteer fire department. He
2287.
and 14 acres at Penny, lots of
annually and Wards and Penneys.
A - Paid vacations
,
USED MOWER 3 H.P. Briggs &
and the taxes which are $86
McCoy,753-3045.
aratton motor. Good condition. blacktop road frontage. Phone
July16C bought an ambulance
model."
cost
lowest
the
'What the psychology is befor
residents organized a volunteer
J5P
The majority of Beverly hind it I don't know. The kids
J3P 753-4091.
Phone 753-6074
to
it.
crew
man
BARHORNISUCKLE'S
Apply In Person
residents are from Detroit fight against the army and then
HOUSE PAINTING: College
There is a community news- Hills
BER SHOP, Open 3:00
lot for sale
York's Long Island wear the garments. And once
TRAILER
IDEAL
New
and
open
10
interior-exterior
boars,
15
student
wants
YORKSHIRES;
paper - a weekly, for which he
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
areas. To pro- they're past the age of 25 they
level.
and
Brooklyn
large
valley,
scenic
and
jobs. Is experienced, has provided facilities and equipgilts, 14 bred gilts, due to pig last
through Friday.
mote the development Kellner quit wearing uniforms. The
Keniana Development Co.
the
cheaply.
Works
references.
provided
has
He
ment.
ed August first of September.
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
on advertising in feeling cuts across ethnic
Kentucky. Phone 436Phone 767-4591 or 7534511.
J3P development with a par-3 golf has relied
Bred to Hampshire. 11 miles Hamlin,
Closed Monday.
and New York area groups, and the blacks.-.and
Detroit
lit
5320.
swimming
park,
large
North of Mayfield on Highway 45.
I WILL repair your lawn mower course, a
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
newspapers and on model whites all wear military stuff.
or Call 753-7114
J3P
pool and two recreation halls.
Yasteene Rives,856-3190.
Men's
&
Haircut,
$1.00.
your
any
put
- one in Hicksville, L.I., I'm puzzled but tappy.
gas
Also
homes
motor.
WOODED LOT; 100'2100' at Pine
Recently he built a club and one in the Detroit suburb
gun in good operating condition.
HOMBUCKLEB
BARWalden has strayed from the
paid.
rights
water
Shores,
Bluff
HELP
30-40
FEMALE
Wanted,
Bernard
REGISTERED SAINT
BER SHOP
Phone H.S. Robertson, 753-7863, house especially for those in of Livonia. He picked Detroit, strict military stuff to make
street.
Phone
Reasonable.
Paved
age group. Local retail store. Full
pups, great with children,
213 Spruce Street.
1610 Calloway.
J6P- the community who are alone, he says, because retiring auto- CPO shirts in bright plaids. He
reasonable prices, terms. Only 4 Clarksville, Tennessee, T. A. time employment. Only ones that
and pays the salary of a woman motive workers have an out- also has turned up with a blue
PHONE
753-7742
left. Melody-Ayre Kennels, Walker,647-1872 office or 647-2475 needs to work apply. Send
FOR LEASE
who runs a friendship club and, standing pension plan. denim jacket that is a direct
BY
ALSO
APPOINTMENT
J6C resume to P.O. Box 32K, Murray,
over a "panic button'
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901- home.
presides
steal from a French train conPHONE 753-7742
buyprospective
induce
To
JI0C
Kentucky.
J8C
system. It was instituted by
247-3345.
ductor's uniform complete
inspection
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
Kellner after an elderly resi- ers into on-site
with brass buttons, and a padfree
provides
full basement, large corner lot,
Kellner
dent, recently widowed and tours,
WANTED: CM:TIC TANK cleaning, back
KENTUCKY WONDER pole 75:150. Owner transferring. 1700 HOMEWORKERS
FOR LEASE
and meals at his 19- ded version of the wartime
lodging
cared,
who
family
a
without
beans. To place your order phone Miller. Asking 917,500.00 Phone part-time,full-time work at home hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753but flier's jump suit, developed oricommitted suicide. The sy- unit motel for three days,
mailing our circulars. For details 5933.
J3C
ginally for Sno-mobile enthu
July29C
753-2820.
transown
their
pay
prospects
Large Display Lot
TFC
753-4178.
telephone
a
stem, with just
suits but now worn by footrush self-addressed, stamped
to
reimbursed
costa,
portation
call, brings help to anyone who
next to Holiday Inn on 641
envelope and 35c to US EnMOBILE HOME, 8:46, 2
if they buy. ball fans, Minnesota ice fishermight feel desperately lonely the extent of $250
location; terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, TODDLERS DAY Care Now open
bedrooms, fully equipped. Call SMALL FARM; good
of those men and sanitation truck
cent
per
95
for children three months to three
South is for lease Only,
or have a problem with which He says
drivers.
J3C business or future investment. Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. ITC years.
492-8280 or 492-8470.
the trip buy.
making
State
approved.
clergymen
Local
cope.
can't
he
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DODGE Challengers in
the greatestrcar chase ever filmed!
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for retirement living
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Charcoal
20 lb. Bag
Made from Hickory, Oak
and other hardwood.
Our Reg. 122 NOW

Berkley Spirit Lake
500 Spin Cast Rod sc

on

au

Our Reg. '7.99

8-Track

NOW
25-OUNCE

FAMOUS BRAND

PLAYER

ICE TEA GLASSES

Stainless Blades

Buy one pair of any
plastic framed sunglasses
in our stock and receive the second pair
for only 40.

14$
• Gillette
• Schick

Each

COMPARE AT 25c EACH
July is ice tea time, and here is
a real buy on a heavyweight
libby ice tea glass in attractive
swirl design in assorted colors.

LIMIT 2 PACKS

Here is a real buy on 10 pack
razor blades. Big 10 pack pkg.

Second pair equal
less retail price.

or

LEE PENNI
acquainted tea
Writing Worksi
lie poetry divi
skeet story, an

YOUR CHOICE

Seen6
Aro

COLD POWER
or TIDE XK
GIANT
FAMILY SIZE
NfV

'2.97 VALUE

Fashion smart ladies 100% nylon knit tops in
new summer colors. Sleeveless back zip with
mock turtle neck collars. Save an additional
36t above our usual low price. Sizes S-M-L.

Favorite all-rubbefthong sandal for
beach, home, bacityard or surmier camp.
Weighs nothing-thick cushiony sole.
Sizes for everyone in assorted colors.

45

Mel

DAIWA Rod &
Reel Outfit
Scotts
Table Napkins
Assorted colors & styles,
prints & solids, machine
washable

Rod with stainless steel foul
proof guides and stainless
steel chrome plated tip.
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•
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Antacid-Demulcent
12 Oz. Bottle

6 100 Count
PAPER PLATES

Dish Towels
Lady Vanity
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Knapp Monarch
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By Kendall
,
The towel that out dries
all others. Super absorbant,
"7 lint free, 75% cotton,
glIf 25% rayon
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